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Altering man’s bodily functions to meet the
requirements of extraterrestrial
environments would be more logical than
providing an earthly environment for him in
space . . . Artifact-organism systems which
would extend man’s unconscious, self-
regulatory controls are one possibility.
(Manfred E. Clynes & Nathan S. Kline,
1960)1

Another possibility is to extend cyber-
physical artefacts by means of cognitive
computing, i.e. to design autonomous
socio-emotional agents embodied in
ecosystems as socially informed entities.
And this is what the book is about.
(The authors, 2021)

1Clynes, M. E., & Kline, N. S. (1960). Cyborgs and space. Astronautics, 14(9), 26–27.
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Prologue

According to evolutionary theory, the first amino acids evolved from a primordial
soup based on inorganic material. They formed the basis for organic life. Since then,
several transformation processes of biological life were traversed. Most scientists
believe that these transformation processes are not continuous but volatile. Nobody
knows when exactly self-awareness evolved. Mankind evolved not steadily but
gradually with sudden boosts and more steady phases in between.

Approximately 70,000 years ago, the cognitive revolution started with the devel-
opment of a language. In contrast to animals, the modern homo sapiens was able to
use this language as a means for storytelling. By inventing stories, myth could be
created. Yuval Noah Harari (2019) coined the term virtual language for that. This
virtual language allowed the creation of common imaginations. Common imagina-
tions and myth formed the cornerstone for the management of large groups and even
complete nations.

Concerning the younger history, Karl Jaspers (2010) introduced the term axial
ages for extraordinary leaps in mental evolution. During the first axial age between
800 and 200 before Christ, the thinking frames of all higher developed societies were
created within a few generations independent from each other. The first woodblock
printings were also invented during that period. Later, around 1700 anno Domini, the
search for a proof of God’s existence yielded the foundation of natural sciences.

Since the invention of the Turing machine in the year 1936, more and more
innovations and inventions were produced in shorter time. The usage of mass
products follows exponential curves. This is due to the existence of modern com-
puter systems.

In the middle of social, environmental, and technical upheavals, it is legitimate to
ask in which directions humankind will evolve. Overpopulation and as a conse-
quence environmental pollution, loss of biodiversity, and, as a consequence, pan-
demics and climate change threaten our existence. In the long run, global warming
could make organic life on earth extinct. In order to extend human existence,
mankind has some possibilities to survive for some time. We either can leave the
solar system or we can try to transform ourselves back to inorganic material.
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Leaving the solar system is only possible with power unit technologies which are
not invented yet. We think that the transformation from inorganic material to organic
life and back again is also promising. The latter step is known as trans-humanism.
Ray Kurzweil (2005) introduced the idea of “uploading” brains on powerful com-
putational substrates. This process and the amalgamation of artificial and real brains
are known as singularity.

This book is a tiny contribution to the ideas of the Gilgamesh project. However,
in contrast to the Gilgamesh project, which is more oriented toward the exploration
of eternal biological life, we think that research initiatives redirecting attention
toward capabilities of digital artifacts and their impact on artificial life help
redefining common grounds and disparities. In this way, we want to lay ground
for informed co-existence and co-creation opportunities, either driven by biological
or digital capabilities. Consequently, the book is about deepening the understanding
of the relation between Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) as socio-technical systems
and advancing their digital representations in terms of intertwining human and
machine intelligence. In exploring this avenue, it is crucial to recognize that digital
twins as digital selves should be able to develop emotional behavior, enriching the
socio-cognitive habitat of Cyber-Physical Systems.
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Why This Book?

Picture a traffic ecosystem including fully autonomous cars among other vehicles. It
represents a socio-technical system as some of the cars are driven by humans and
some of them are not. Fully autonomous cars do not require human drivers. These
vehicles are capable of sensing their environment and are preprogrammed to operate
without human intervention. As they do not require human interaction, they are
technology artifacts of the socio-technical traffic ecosystem.

From a traffic system perspective, both fully autonomous cars and human-driven
cars are equal components. Being quite different with respect to perception,
decision-making, and operation control processes, each party has to control itself
in traffic and to meet regulatory and mobility requirements. Human-driven cars,
semi-automated vehicles, and fully autonomous cars can go anywhere traditionally
operated cars can move and should be able to perform tasks experienced human
drivers can accomplish.

Autonomous cars have some particularities human-driven ones may not have and
do not rely on when it comes to socio-emotional behavior. Technologically, fully
autonomous cars need to rely on sensors, actuators, complex algorithms, machine
learning systems, and powerful processors to monitor behavior, identify events, plan
the next intervention, and run software for behavior execution. Many human sensing
capabilities are copied by autonomous cars when creating and maintaining a map of
their surroundings. Radar sensors monitor the position of nearby vehicles. Video
cameras detect traffic lights, read road signs, track other vehicles, and look for
pedestrians. Lidar (light detection and ranging) sensors bounce pulses of light off
the car’s surroundings to measure distances, detect road edges, and identify lane
markings. Ultrasonic sensors in the wheels detect curbs and other vehicles when
parking. Overall, many detectors of environment signals collect data to be processed
by technologically relevant (re-)actions.

What if digital processes do not only process sensory inputs or plot a path and
send instructions to the car’s actuators, which control acceleration, braking, and
steering, but operate beyond these capabilities? What if a fully autonomous car does
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not only rely on rules avoiding obstacles, predicting driving behavior, and recog-
nizing various objects, but rather uses algorithms for predictive modeling and
situation recognition to take into account social and emotional patterns of behavior?
What if cognitive computing is used to enrich cyber-physical ecosystems beyond
following traffic rules and obstacle navigation and develop individual emotions?

Once socially enriched fully autonomous cars become part of the traffic system,
socio-cognitive intelligence qualifies them as integrative and socially adaptive
parties of this ecosystem. Similar to human-driven cars, autonomous vehicles
could include behavior comparable to subtle cues and non-verbal communication.
For instance, instead of making direct eye contact with other ecosystem, participants
or systems expression of affordance could be encoded relating to politeness. Similar
to reading facial expressions and body language of other participants, behavior
judgment and activity predictions could become part of autonomous vehicle
behavior.

As can be shown by developing real-life scenarios, these mechanisms target
connecting to people. However, expecting only for upcoming car generations
more than 300 million lines of code (cf. http://www.synopsys.com), digital modeling
of autonomous systems becomes an indispensable asset in socio-technical develop-
ment. Hence, we need to think about encoding socio-emotional intelligence in digital
twins and establish them as digital selves. Digital selves are expected to contribute to
what could termed “social compatibility” of actors in a continuously transforming
digitized world. Key are transparent and executable models, structuring cognitive
and social processes for humans kept in the development loop.

xii Why This Book?
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Overview

Since digital twins increasingly become high-fidelity digital models of ecosystems
and their dynamic evolvement (cf. Durão et al., 2018) in the first part of this book, we
provide information on their background and their development in the context of
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and their industrial application. We discuss the
engineering of so-called humanoid socio-technical settings mimicking cognitive
and social skills. This tendency lays ground to build up sovereignty on developing
some digital identity or self, finally controlling individual development by digital
means. Taking this role, digital twins are real-time models capable of controlling
their adaptation and, finally, next-generation development, thus representing digital
selves. They become the core of socio-trans-human developments.

In the second part of this book, we introduce relevant approaches to awareness
and the emergence of consciousness in artificial agents. We start with discussing the
awareness of identity in digital twins as prerequisite to social representations. We
then discuss whether social behavior of digital selves can result as an emergent
phenomenon. Progress in simulating emotions by using game theoretical approaches
is presented.

These findings lead finally to considering the coexistence in terms of a symbiosis
of digital twins and models of socio-emotional intelligence (cf. Küster et al., 2020)
enabling digital selves on the background of highly connected ecosystems and
increasingly digitized service operations. In order to structure the contributions
from the various fields, we adopt a tri-partite framework. It has been developed to
capture human-related issues, organizational elements, and technologies including
their mutual relations. We adopt this well-established conceptualization for complex
system analysis and development—cf. Oppl and Stary (2019) for the digitalization
of work (processes) and Ackerman et al. (2018) for the socio-technical transforma-
tion of society-relevant systems, such as healthcare.

The adoption of the framework extends the human perspective to individuals in
the realm of trans-human developments enabled by technology. The technology
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perspective recognizes the cyber-physical nature of upcoming ecosystems. The
collective perspective includes the socio-technical structuring of individual elements
toward a systemic whole (Fig. 1).

In the following, we provide a chapter-by-chapter overview for each part of the
book. The first chapter describes major milestones in computer science. These
milestones form the basis for the implementation of digital twins and digital
selves—the third axial age, still being in progress, started around the 1930s.

Although the idea of the digital twin stems from industrial automation, its
objectives have systemic relevance. It ranges from effectiveness in digital transfor-
mation to participatory design and transparency of change, thus touching principles
and structures of human life and socialization. Consequently, we dedicate the first
part of the book to a system and systemic understanding of the reality we perceive
and design in the course of intensifying digitalization, in particular when utilizing the
full potential of upcoming generations of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). We start
out reflecting on developments of so-called humanoid socio-technical systems that
increasingly mimic human behavior including generating novel behavior and struc-
tures of digital intelligence.

We proceed with introducing relevant concepts of systems (engineering). They
address the dynamic nature of system, once we zoom into socio-technical systems
and need to consider interactions as substantial to humanoid socio-technical systems.
In that context, we explain the nature of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). Since
these systems consist of a variety of actors who can be in control of change and
development, the understanding of the concept of System-of-Systems (SoS) helps in
capturing concurrent processes under the control of multiple actors.

Since many communities and bodies organize themselves through data-driven
events rather than interaction, we analyze the shift from focusing on data to behavior

Individual Perspec�ve: Human � Transhuman Sovereignty

Collec�ve Perspec�ve:
Organizing socio-technical en��es

Technology  Perspec�ve:
Cyber-Physical Systems

Digital Twin

Fig. 1 Digital twin development as socio-technical endeavor
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modeling as target of development. It not only enables a unifying perspective on
systems but also features stakeholder participation, in particular through no- or
low-coding elements. This shift brings us to models as baseline and frame of
reference for development. Once models as digital representations, like in the case
of digital twins, become the focus of development, design activities will be
intertwined with engineering cyber-physical ecosystems. Thereby role and task
understanding is crucial for development and operation. The latter features the
emergence of digital identities that can be part of CPS, requiring digital identity
management techniques, affecting predictive analytics and learning.

In the second part of the book, we discuss possible incarnations of digital selves.
We start to speculate about the emergence of consciousness in artificial agents. We
proceed in describing the research area of agent-based social simulation. We argue
for game theory as powerful theory in modeling intra-agent behavior of large
crowds. Next, we describe problems of social order and we discuss whether these
problems will emerge in the course of cooperating digital selves. We show that this
will not necessarily be the case, as it mainly depends on the type of implementation
and on advances in computer science.

Subsequently, we present modeling of emotions based on deterministic dynamics
for populations arranged in a lattice. We use non-cooperative game theory as a
vehicle for social simulation. We proceed by presenting the implementation of the
business transaction theory as a means for cooperating on a stochastic basis. We
compare the results with the deterministic approach presented previously.

The upgrading of digital twins to digital selves is discussed in Part III of the book.
Here, we present a symbiosis of Parts I and II. We show under which preconditions
digital selves based on digital twins are able to establish and run digital ecosystems.
The final chapter in this part is dedicated to opportunities and modes of creating
reflective socio-trans-human systems, exploring mutual control and continuous
development.

The epilogue is congenitally speculative in its nature. We present our thoughts on
future developments of artificial life in computational substrates.
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Chapter 1
Major Historical Landmarks in Computer
Science

We consider 1930 as the beginning of a new age. This period is characterized by
developments which can be expressed by exponential curves.1 By means of digital
computer systems organized in networks, information can be stored, retrieved, and
distributed simultaneously to the crowd extremely speedy. This is the precondition
for the quick exchange of information between different scientific disciplines and
paves the way for exponential growth of ideas, inventions, innovations, and prod-
ucts. Furthermore, each real event, process, or thing can be expressed, modeled, or
simulated in virtual environments.

In our mind, three people, namely, Kurt Gödel, Alonzo Church, and Alan Turing,
can be identified as godfathers for that period. Alonzo Church (1941) invented the
lambda calculus, which can be regarded as the basis for many programming
languages far before the first computer system had been built. Alan Turing (1937),
who was a scholar of Church, verbalized the somehow complicated formalized
findings of Kurt Gödel (1931).Turing replaced the formal language from Gödel by
a simple mechanism consisting of a tape divided into cells, a head that can read and
write symbols on that tape, and a state register which stores the state. This mech-
anism models a machine on a piece of paper—later called the Turing machine. The
Church-Turing thesis hypothesizes that anything that can be “computed” can be
computed by some Turing machine.

In the year 1941, 10 years after Gödel’s publications, Konrad Zuse invented the
first programmable Turing-complete computer system Z3. He applied the first high-
level programming language, which he named Plankalkül (Giloi, 1997). For the
calculations, the Z3 computer used circuits consisting of relays and vacuum tubes.

The Boolean algebra (Boole, 1854, 2016) became the mathematical basis of
digital computing. Claude Shannon (Shannon, 1938) and Victor Shestakov both
showed that electronic relays and switches, called gates, can realize the expressions

1Exponential curves are not well understood by humans. In primitive times, humankind was only
confronted with linear problems.
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of Boolean algebra. This was the foundation of practical digital circuit design.
Finally, in 1945, John von Neumann proposed a computer system architecture
consisting of a memory, a control unit, and an arithmetic logic unit equipped with
input and output facilities. This architecture formed the basis for the modern digital
computer.

Soon afterward, the bipolar transistor based on silicon replaced vacuum tubes.
The next generation of digital computers used integrated circuit chips. The invention
of the MOSFET transistor enabled the practical use of MOS transistors as memory
cell storage elements. From the year 1966 onward, memory capacity increased by a
factor of 10 every fourth year. Following this exponential curve, we can conclude
that in the year 2028, the complete storage capacity of an average human brain will
be stored on a single memory chip. In order to prove this claim, one only needs to
solve the following equation:2

5 � 1015 ¼ 10 YEAR�1966=4ð Þ:

In parallel, due to rapid MOSFET scaling, MOS IC chips rapidly increased in
complexity at a rate predicted by Moore’s law (Moore, 1965). There is a debate
among scientists about the life span of Moore’s law. Due to advances in lithographic
techniques, new materials, and 3D wafers, we think that Moore’s observations
remain valid for at least another decade. However, at the end, we will push physical
limits due to tunnel effects of semiconductors. However, new technologies, such as
quantum computer systems, boost computing space and power to higher limits.

In parallel to the exponentially growing hardware advances, there was a need to
express algorithms in a more elegant and understandable way.3 Therefore, new
programming paradigms and programming languages were invented. During the
1950s, FORTRAN, a language for solving scientific problems, dominated. PL1 and
COBOL were applied to commercial problems. During the 1970s, PASCAL and its
derivatives dominated the programming scene. In addition to the imperative para-
digm, functional and declarative languages, such as LISP and PROLOG, were
applied. Around 1980, the object-oriented paradigm prevailed. Languages as
ADA, C++, and JAVA, its pendant C#, and finally scripting languages completed
the 50 years lasting development process. In the field of software engineering,
software development environments and the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
as a way to visualize the design of a system became common.

Tim Berners-Lee invented theWorldWideWeb in the year 1989. This pioneering
innovation provided the capability to connect all worldwide operating computer

2The YEAR is the unknown. The left side of the equation represents the number of bits we would
need to store the brain capacity. An average brain consists roughly of 1012 neurons. Each neuron
connects to 103 synapses. Thus, there are in total 1015 synapses. One synapse can be represented in
4 bytes. Consequently, we need 4 million GBytes. Adding 1 GByte auxiliary storage yields
5 � 1015 bytes.
3We remember that our first computer programs were coded in hexadecimal code and later in
Assembler.
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systems. Nearly unlimited storage and computing power became accessible from
any point in the world via cloud computing. Web pages were presented as hypertext
documents using the hypertext markup language (HTML). These pages were
addressed through uniform resource indicators (URI). Soon it became clear that
each item in the real world might be addressable via URI’s—this was the birth of the
Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT plays a major role in the development of digital
twins, as we will see later in this book. And for digital selves, the implementation of
avatars in the second life architecture in the year 2003 was a first practical step
toward the virtualization of personalities in the web.

The connectivity of the web and the availability of nearly unlimited storage result
in data oceans which cannot be controlled by humans exclusively. As a conse-
quence, the buzzword “big data” represents a synonym for algorithms analyzing
these data oceans. Similar to real life, “life” in a computer system means permanent
sorting and searching.

It is well known that all the programming paradigms can be converted into each
other. Thus, they serve as a means for the expression of algorithms. The above-
described advances in computer science form the basis for solving one fundamental
question which was posed by Alan Turing (1950) in the year 1950: “Can machines
think?”. This question inspired numerous scientists, and the competition trying to
solve the Turing test (Turing, 1950) had begun. This was the advent of artificial
intelligence (AI).

Although Joseph Weizenbaum (1976) was convinced that a computer will never
gain wisdom, he implemented one of the first AI programs, the ELIZA program. The
rule-based program, implemented in the year 1966, used pattern matching to the
written statements of patients to figure out how to reply. Although very simple, the
program delivered astonishing results. Users had the feeling as if they were talking to
a genuine psychotherapist. However, after a while, the program ended in loops
because there were only a limited number of rules which were able to identify
limited numbers of different words of the sentences entered via a console.

In the twentieth century, we implemented a version of ELIZA in our lab using the
forward chaining production system language PAMELA (Barachini, 1991). The
more rules we added to our knowledge base, the longer the user believed that
he/she was talking to a psychotherapist. However, after a while, the game came to
an end. Experts assert that today’s chat-bots do not better perform than early rule-
based programs.

Cognitive architectures like GPS (1972) by Alan Newell and Herb Simon or
SOAR from John Laird et al. (1987) and Laird (2012) used production systems4 to
implement means-ends analysis so that more general problems could be solved. The
reinforced learning algorithm in SOAR, which dynamically modified the weight of
rules, and the chunking mechanism enabling primitive learning could solve planning
problems. A Truth Maintenance System guaranteed the consistent status of the
working memory. The architecture is still used as a basis for cognitive simulations.

4Production systems consist of rules, a working memory (facts), and an inference engine.
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For rule-based programs applied to a very limited scope of application, the
computer pioneer Barr et al. (1981) coined the word expert system. The first expert
systems were applied to medical problems before being widely used in industry.
Expert systems delivered promising results, while cognitive learning had its limits.

In parallel to the above-described hardware and software developments, search
algorithms have been developed. They are able to prune large search spaces. In
combination with heuristics and high-performance supercomputers, they are able to
solve complex problems. Some computer scientists believe that playing chess or Go
is a good measurement for the effectiveness of artificial intelligence. In the year
1997, IBM’s deep blue computer has beaten the chess champion Kasparov. How-
ever, Go turned out to be a harder nut to crack. In this case, just speeding up the
hardware and the implementation of search algorithms turned out not sufficient,
since the search spaces are much more complex for Go than chess.

A new paradigm, artificial neural network processing, helped to solve the prob-
lem. Google’s AlphaGo Zero program used self-training reinforcement learning.
AlphaGo Zero played itself in hundreds of millions of games such that it could
measure positions more intuitively and collect its knowledge in neural networks. In a
way, the network masters the game without teaching the rules. The so-called deep
neural network was implemented on a single machine with four tensor processing
units. In May 2017, the program could beat the world champion.

Many other applications have been developed with similar kinds of neural
networks since then. Among them is AlphaFold which was able to predict the 3D
structure of proteins in the year 2020. There are approximately 10300 possible
combinations for a single protein. It would therefore not be possible to solve this
protein-folding problem with brute force algorithms in a reasonable time period,
except for quantum computers which are in the experimental phase right now.

Similar good results were presented by IBM’s Watson supercomputer in 2011.
This computer was doing better than any human when playing the jeopardy game.
Encyclopedias, dictionaries, and thesauri were stored in local memory. The machine
used different computing paradigms for problem-solving, among them neural net-
works. Numerous commercial and medical applications are currently on its way.

According to our observations, artificial neural networks were the last cornerstone
for artificial learning. They go back to Frank Rosenblatt (1958) and to Hebb’s rule
(Hebb, 1949). The rule explains human learning, in which simultaneous activation of
cells leads to pronounced increases in synaptic strength between those cells. Much
later, Teuvo Kohonen and others (Kohonen, 1982, 1984; Kohonen et al., 1991)
presented forward and backward propagation algorithms for artificial neural net-
works. Having a closer look to the near future, autonomous cars, robots, and drones
rely on this technology as well.

Whenever an article about a new AI-driven product is published, one can be
confident that in most of the cases, neural networks are part of the game. However,
the application of neural networks follows no cooking recipe. It is rather an exper-
imental trial-and-error procedure until an appropriate network consisting of the right
number of nodes, layers, and propagation functions is working properly.
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Furthermore, engineers need to figure out how to present the data to the network and
how to get the right sort of output that can be translated back into the real world.

Undoubtedly, deep learning with neural networks has brought new insights.
AlphaGo Zero was able to produce strategies which were not known and applied
by humans before. The same is true for radiological AI programs. They interpret
pixels in different ways than humans. Therefore, we suspect that artificial intelli-
gence deviates from human intelligence. However, if AlphaGo Zero would be
confronted with a change of the board size during the game, the program would
fail to deliver meaningful strategies. Thus, robustness is still a challenge for neural
network applications. But there is no doubt that artificial intelligence can produce
better and other results than human intelligence in limited domains.

Today’s implementations combine neural networks with rule-based, object-ori-
ented, procedural, and functional approaches. However, the mix of the paradigms
and the increasing architectural complexity make software vulnerable and error-
prone. Gödel has shown that the set of Gödel numbers of functions whose domains
belong to a class of recursively enumerable sets is either empty or contains all
recursively enumerable sets. In other words, only trivial properties of programs are
algorithmically decidable. Thus, the logical correctness of a program can be
guaranteed only for very simple pieces of code. Therefore, we need to implement
redundancy in our architectures, like it is provided by our natural brains.

When we come back on Turing’s question whether a machine can think, then the
answer is ambivalent at the moment. Additional research in neuroscience is neces-
sary. As long as neuroscience is not able to isolate the process that gives rise to
consciousness in human brains, it will not be possible to create machines that have
consciousness and mind, unless consciousness is a result of the thinking process.
John Searle’s Chinese room experiment (Searle, 1980) clearly underpins this posi-
tion. On the other hand, the Chinese room experiment encourages us to simulate
understanding on computers in the sense of a weak AI. There is a difference whether
the computer simulates a property or whether the machine understands what the
simulation is about. In the latter case, we speak about strong AI. Eventually, new
findings about the human brain will result from the human brain project which
started in 2013 and ends in 2023.

The Turing test (Turing, 1950) requires that a machine must be able to execute all
human behaviors, regardless of whether they are intelligent or not. That means that a
machine that can think must include behavior related to emotions, cheating, lying,
etc. Mind, understanding, and consciousness are elemental properties of thinking. In
the second part of this book, we discuss if and to what extent digital selves might be
able to adopt such natural properties.

From a long-term perspective on human civilization, i.e., a future time period in
which human civilization could continue to exist, we refer to technological trans-
formation trajectories. According to Baum et al. (2019), thereby “radical techno-
logical breakthroughs put human civilization on a fundamentally different course”
(p.53). Some developments might persist as status quo, broadly similar to the current
state of civilization, some cause significant harm (catastrophe trajectories), and some
of them may lead to expansion of the human civilization toward other parts of the
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cosmos (astronomical trajectories). Which actions should be pursued depends on our
existing portfolio and how reflective our practice develops toward systemic respon-
sibility. In this book, we review fundamental parts of our current portfolio and reflect
on capabilities that could actively shape our future.

Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and
indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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Part I
Digital Twins: Advent and Trans-human

Development

This part lays a foundation to develop a socio-technical understanding of the nature
of digital twins as representations and trans-human development objects.



Chapter 2
Background and Foundations

In this section, we provide some data on the origin of digital twins and provide
insight why we consider them crucial for today when it comes to digital transfor-
mation. We also are projecting future developments in the context of humanoid
socio-technical systems.

Grieves, who had raised the term in 2003, in his white paper “introduces the
concept of a ‘Digital Twin’ as a virtual representation of what has been produced.
Compare a Digital Twin to its engineering design to better understand what was
produced versus what was designed, tightening the loop between design and exe-
cution” (Grieves, 2014). Given the background in industrial production, twin devel-
opers aim to increase transparency, and trigger efficiency gains, mostly in terms of
faster process execution times, increased flexibility of organizing processes, and
higher levels of security and safety.

As such, digital twins do not only designate a new technology but rather stand for
the methodological integration of heterogeneous components, requiring protocols
for exchanging even large amount of data between various technologies. Originally
designed as virtual double of physical products, digital twins are increasingly
becoming digital replicas of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). Not only the simulation
of processes over the entire life cycle of a product but also envisioned architectures
become core activities when CPS evolve (cf. Zhuang et al., 2017; Grieves, 2019).

A digital twin is consequently a virtual representation of a process, service, or
product with parts of it in the real world. There are no predefined limits to what
developers transform by digital means and represent in the virtual world: objects like
planes including all kinds of operation characteristics, regions or urban infrastruc-
tures, or biological processes copying the human organism. Developers simulate
functional behavior with the digital twin, in order to determine how capabilities can
be changed depending on different parameters. This information helps to modify any
product or service in a purely virtual manner before instantiating it for operation.

Following the original concept, essential building blocks of a digital twin are
physical products or elements that are equipped with Internet-based sensors. These
sensors record numerous development data and, later on, operational data in real
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time, once the product is in use. A collector component records all behavior data and
stores it in a centralized repository, mainly using cloud services and some digital
platform for processing these data. Intelligent actors contain AI algorithms to
evaluate the data. Actors could be equipped with interactive access, e.g., in product
design with 3D technology or virtual reality, to visualize data and to facilitate
simulating certain product properties.

In addition to the continuous optimization of the product during operation, the
feedback of the usage data to the producer—often also called digital thread—enables
important findings for further development and the concerned developers. This
knowledge is helpful, e.g., when it comes to adapting product features better to the
needs of the users and costumers. Most applications of digital twins focus on virtual
models created on the basis of existing operational and design data to study the
behavior of certain components at different conditions. Due to virtual prototyping,
engineers and designers work close together across departmental boundaries.

2.1 Humanoid Socio-technical Systems: The Next Level

Before focusing on digital twin representations and digital identity development, we
need to take a closer look on the type of systems digital twins could represent and
they may become part of. Before the Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 (I4.0)
have been introduced, socio-technical systems have been composed of technical and
social subsystems that are mutually related to accomplish (work) tasks within social
systems, such as organizations. “Technical” thereby refers to structure and a broader
sense of technicalities. “Socio-technical” refers to the interrelatedness of social and
technical aspects of a system the technical and social systems are part of, e.g., an
organization, an enterprise, an institution, or a sector. This context determines the
relations between the technical and social systems, e.g., termed user interface
between interactive technical systems and humans. It has become a central part of
technology development, establishing dedicated areas such as usability engineering
and user experience (UX).

The next level in socio-technical system development is targeting the merging of
man and machine1 as digital systems will cross over with material ones in many
different facets. In that context, trans-humanism and singularity are crucial concepts
as they allow passing on the control over further developments to artificial systems.
Hence, in this section, we will start detailing some underlying assumption of trans-
human developments.

We ground our system understanding on the layers shown in the figure on the
architecture of digital selves in cyber-physical ecosystems. CPS are grounded on
IoT- and data-related infrastructure components. They comprise micro-electronic

1 S e e “ T h e M e r g i n g o f M a n a n d M a c h i n e ” ( w ww . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
TranshumanismandTheSingularity).
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and sensor systems for intelligent products, services, and production including
manufacturing. They also include the provision of ICT resources, in particular for
Internet-related communication and service interaction, as well as data management
services (Fig. 2.1).

Digital twins as model representations of CPS can have various flavors, ranging
from early-phase product development to real-time models of CPS for simulation
and operation (cf. Jones et al., 2020). They require modeling and execution capa-
bilities according to the purpose. They need to include adaptation capabilities at
runtime, in order to mirror real-world behavior and influence actuators in real time.
Since CPS are composed of heterogeneous components, several layers of abstrac-
tions can be required for digital self/selves development and operation. They enable
communities to organize their interaction on a collective or societal basis.

Digital selves enrich digital twins with socio-cognitive algorithms. When
adapting to situations, they become digital socio-cognitive counterparts of actors
in the real world. As part of a socio-technical system, they operate as decision-
making and support agents depending on the state of interactions. Like digital twins,
they can operate at any stage of development, ranging from ideation to recycling.

This enrichment of digital twins refers to digital humanism, as it concerns all
kinds of objects, including functional roles, handling of work objects and products,
and judgment of events and situations. Whenever a situation requires social judg-
ment and/or social interventions, digital selves collect and analyze relevant data to
create socio-cognitive behavior using digital twin capabilities.

Like digital twins, digital selves can be used in a variety of sectors relevant for
socio-technical interaction, including service, logistics, and healthcare. Digital
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selves can be highly adaptive, and thus accompany design and release processes, and
influence the creation, operation, and function of an entire socio-technical system.
As socio-cognitive models are executed to implement actor- or system-specific
behavior, both the effectiveness and efficiency of these systems can be influenced
by digital selves similar to social systems.

For instance, in smart healthcare systems, care-taking activities can be influenced
significantly. Consider robot assistance issues. For some medical homecare users,
robotic assistance may be welcome since they want to keep their individual privacy
at home and prefer being supported by robot systems. Others may prefer social
interaction in the course of medical caretaking at home and decide for human
support. Each of them will perceive effectiveness with respect to their support of
choice, even when efficiency might decrease due to required technology adaptation
and/or social interventions when home health services are provided.

Trans-humanism is about evolving intelligent life beyond its currently human
form and overcoming human limitations by means of science and technology. Albeit
claims to guide trans-human development by life-promoting principles and values
(More, 1990), advocating the improvement of human capacities through advanced
technologies has triggered intense discussions about future IT and artifact develop-
ments. In particular, Bostrom (2009, 2014) has argued self-emergent artificial
systems could finally control the development of intelligence and, thus, human life.

An essential driver of this development is artificial intelligence. Digital artifacts,
such as robots, have increasingly become autonomous, allowing them to reproduce
and evolve under their control (cf. Gonzales-Jimenez, 2018). Key is their capability
of self-awareness (cf. Amir et al., 2007). According to McCarthy (2004), it
comprises:

• Knowledge about one’s own permanent aspects or of one’s relationships to others
• Awareness of one’s sensory experiences and their implications
• Awareness of one’s beliefs, desires, intentions, and goals
• Knowledge about one’s own knowledge or lack thereof
• Awareness of one’s attitudes such as hopes, fears, regrets, and expectations
• The ability to perform mental actions such as forming or dropping an intention

Some forms of self-awareness have been considered useful for digital artifacts, in
particular (cf. Amir et al., 2007):

• Reasoning about what they are able to do and what not
• Reasoning about ways to achieve new knowledge and abilities
• Representing how they arrived at its current beliefs
• Maintaining a reflective view on current beliefs and using this knowledge to

revise their beliefs in light of new information
• Regarding their entire “mental” state up to the present as an object and having the

ability to transcend it and think about it

The recognition of the social aspect of self-awareness (cf. Amir et al., 2007)
seems to be crucial, as a digital artifact may have a system theory of itself that it can
use to interact with others. Originally thought of a property to be used in multi-agent
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systems for dealing with errors in communication, argumentation, negotiation, etc.,
it could be useful for reflecting on one’s own development state and articulating
meaningful inputs to co-creative processes. Consequently, Amir et al. (2007) have
considered several types of self-awareness:

“Explicit Self-Awareness The computer system has a full-fledged self-model that
represents knowledge about itself (e. g., its autobiography, current situation, activ-
ities, abilities, goals, knowledge, intentions, knowledge about others’ knowledge of
its knowledge) in a form that lends itself to use by its general reasoning system and
can be communicated (possibly in some language) by a general reasoning system.

Self-Monitoring The computer system monitors, evaluates, and intervenes in its
internal processes, in a purposive way. This does not presuppose that the monitored
information lends itself to general reasoning; in fact, there may be no general
reasoning (e.g., operating systems, insects).

Self-Explanation The agent can recount and justify its actions and inferences. In
itself, this does not presuppose a full-fledged self-model, or integration of knowledge
needed for self-explanation into a general reasoning capability.” (ibid, p.1)

Cognitive architectures such as ACT-R, SOAR, or CLARION mentioned in the
second part of this book take these properties into consideration. However, social
cooperation does not always need the agent’s understanding. There are forms of
cooperation that are evolutionary, self-organizing, and unaware. Such cooperation
forms do not require joint intentions, mutual awareness, or shared plans among
cooperating agents. In order to investigate intra-agent behavior of crowds regarding
emotions, we therefore use more simplistic agents in our own simulations.

Nevertheless, awareness of the self and other actors can be considered as one of
the important factors of trans-human (system) developments. Whether self-
awareness (consciousness) can be artificially created or will automatically emerge
is more deeply discussed at the beginning of the second part of this book. Apart from
that, from the engineering point of view, we have to ask who is in charge. We capture
this issue in part III reflecting on constructing mechanisms featuring consciousness
through awareness and embodied cognition.

2.2 Singularity: Control of the Next System Generation?

Disruptive digital technologies have always been hard to convey due to
unpredictable future developments based on those technologies crossing boundaries.
High impact on society or on human existence as currently perceived requires to
reflect on the limits of human boundaries that could disrupt the system that we live
in. Singularity is such a cross-border issue. Trans-humanism as the integration of
technology with our human biological computing systems considers human beings
as physical bodies powered by electrical impulses controlled by the brain as com-
puting machinery. It allows fine-tuning behavior within societal limits. These limits
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might not be valid for trans-humanist systems. Artificial intelligence algorithms
enable through integrating the human body unlocking potential for novel community
structures redefining the meaning of being and creating.

As detailed by Spindler and Stary (2019, p.1307), “singularity (more precisely,
technological singularity) is a hypothetical future point in time at which technolog-
ical growth becomes uncontrollable and irreversible by humans—the control and
capability of further development is assigned to the digital system, resulting in
unfathomable changes to human civilization. It will touch all humans, the entire
human system as an entity.”

In their 2013 video, Steve Aoki and Ray Kurzweil have introduced singularity by
the following sequence:

• “My Name is Kay—Singularity”
• “I wanna tell you about our future, I estimate around 2025, that we will have

expanded our intelligence a billionfold by merging with the Artificial Intelligence
we are creating.”

• “But that’s such a profound expansion that we borrow this metaphor from physics
and call it a singularity.”

• “We’ll be a hybrid of biological and non-biological intelligence,” he says. “But
the non-biological part of ourselves will also be part of our consciousness” (see
also https://www.techbubble.info/blog/singularity-transhumanism).

Companies, such as Dangerous Things (https://dangerousthings.com/), anticipate
bio-hacking as the next phase in human (sic!) development (likely to be support by
kits such as xNTi kit https://dangerousthings.com/shop/xnti/). Evolution is charac-
terized by self-organized “co-”evolution: “Our bodies are our own, to do what we
want with. The ‘socially acceptable’ of tomorrow is formed by boundaries pushed
today, and we’re excited to be a part of it. We hope you will be too” (https://
dangerousthings.com/evolution/). Awareness tests such as artificial consciousness
tests could help in finding out whether the resulting systems or trans-humans should
be deemed morally improper to further collaborate with others (cf. Bishop, 2018).

Accelerating the evolution of intelligent life beyond its currently human form by
means of science and technology is grounded in a variety of disciplines focusing on
the dynamic interplay between humanity and the technology developments. On the
technology side, biotechnology, robotics, information technology, molecular nano-
technology, and artificial general intelligence are at the focus of interest
(cf. Goldblatt, 2002). According to the trans-humanist declaration (http://
humanityplus.org/philosophy/transhumanist-declaration/), trans-humanists strive
for the ethical use of technologies when developing post-human actors.

They feature uploading, i.e., the process of transferring an intellect from a
biological brain to a computer system through uploading, and anticipate a point in
time “when the rate of technological development becomes so rapid that the progress
curve becomes nearly vertical. Within a very brief time (months, days, or even just
hours), the world might be transformed almost beyond recognition. This hypothet-
ical point is referred to as the singularity. The most likely cause of a singularity
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would be the creation of some form of rapidly self-enhancing “greater-than-human
intelligence” ” (http://humanityplus.org/philosophy/) (cf. Kurzweil, 2005).

Trans-humanist protagonists envision overcoming aging and widening cognitive
capabilities mainly by whole brain emulation while creating substrate-independent
minds. According to the declaration, system development should be guided risk
management and social processes “where people can constructively discuss what
should be done, and a social order where responsible decisions can be implemented”
(see declaration item 4 in Trans-humanist Declaration—http://humanityplus.org/
philosophy/transhumanist-declaration/).

Post-humans could become self-informed and self-developing socio-technical
system (elements) Increasing personal choices over how individuals design their
live based on assistive and complementary technologies (termed “human modifica-
tion and enhancement technologies” in item 9 of the Trans-humanist Declaration
http://humanityplus.org/philosophy/transhumanist-declaration/) is a vision that
seems to attract many people (cf. Singularity Network—https://www.facebook.
com/groups/techsingularity/). Trans-humanists envision as design entity “post-
humans” through continuous growth of intelligence that can be uploaded to com-
puter systems. When laying ground to levels of consciousness that human brains
cannot access so far, post-humans could either be completely synthetic artificial
intelligences or composed of many smaller systems augmenting biological human
capabilities, which finally cumulates in profound enrichments of human capabilities
(cf. More & Vita-More 2013).

Besides applying advanced nano-, neuronal, and genetic engineering, artificial
intelligence and advanced information management play a crucial role when devel-
oping intermediary forms between the human and the post-human (which are termed
trans-humans). Subjects of design and later on designers themselves due to their self-
replicating capability are therefore intelligent machines in an ever-increasing range
of tasks and level of autonomy. Replacing increasingly human intelligence by
machine intelligence is expected at some point to create machine intelligence
superior to single human cognitive intelligence, characterized by effective and
efficient planning, and self-emergence (cf. Bostrom, 2014).

Human-centeredness depends on the design of trans-humans Based on the cur-
rent understanding of humanoid systems, socio-technical system development
becomes a multi-faceted task. Humanoid systems are human-like systems, primarily
known from robotics—they are also known as androids. They have artificially
intelligent system components that are matched to one another based on human
models. Using their spectrum of applications, it is possible to investigate which
human-like behavior of an artificial system people accept to what extent in which
situations and ultimately use them meaningfully. The Pepper robotic system (see
http://www.SoftBankRobotics.com) is not only able to respond to questions and
give instructions on how to cope with tasks but also to take action, such as showing
the way. With the ability to move even small loads, thanks to lightweight arms and
“four-finger hands” (cf. Rollin’ Justin http://www.dlr.de), nothing stands in the way
of a pervasive networking of humanoid systems with human effective areas.
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Humanoid systems therefore have a mobile base that allows autonomous opera-
tion over a long range, e.g., in contrast to mobile devices that require a physical
carrier system. Their core components are motion detection sensors and stereo
cameras, which enable 3D reconstructions of the environment to be created even
in unstructured, dynamically changing environments. In the collaborative areas of
activity and technologies that are now increasingly emerging, the humanoid system,
which is fundamentally independent and operates without human support, is not
used in isolation. It is to be connected to other, especially IoT applications (Li et al.,
2018). Humanoid systems thus become part of federated systems, i.e., they can work
both autonomously and in combination with other systems.

The design of integrated humanoid systems faces the challenge of taking different
development approaches into account (cf. Stary & Fuchs-Kittowski, 2020). The
increasing degree of maturity of humanoid systems through activated degrees of
freedom leads to the characteristic of pursuing several goals at the same time while
adhering to a task hierarchy. A robot system can, e.g., serve drinks and observe the
surroundings in order to avoid collisions in the surroundings, if this functionality is
to be used on the service level in socio-technical environments. However, coordi-
nation with human activities on the one hand and with technologies already in use on
the other hand is necessary. It depends on the area of application whether and how
people configure humanoid systems and adapt them to cope with tasks. These
organizational requirements may lead to additional technical functionality based
on technological integration (Rosly et al., 2020).

A typical example is the home healthcare sector, which is equipped with M-IoT
(Medical Internet of Things) applications (Sadoughi et al., 2020). Here, nursing staff,
for example, must develop the willingness to adjust humanoid systems to patients
and configure them in such a way that patient data is transferred for emergency care
in order to enable effective relief. In terms of acceptance, humanoid systems become
part of integrated systems.

In addition, the construction of a functional humanoid robot in the sense of a
human-like artificial intelligence can lead to novel design and development tasks
(cf. Andersen et al., 2019). Configuration and adaptation become a learning process
(cf. Stary, 2020a) that is implemented in a humanoid system with the help of self-
learning algorithms. Participation in social processes can be influenced on the basis
of observations and learning psychological data (cf. Can & Seibt, 2016). This means
that, in addition to the functional activities, social tasks could be addressed by
humanoid systems.

2.3 Complex Adaptive Systems

When social tasks can be taken over by digital systems, the entire socio-technical
system is continuously changing. Since the nature of each actor can be of different
kind, either technical, social, or in between, we need to conceptualize such system
according to the resulting complexity and dynamic change. Consequently, we adopt
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the concept of Complex Adaptive Systems considering socio-technical systems
incorporating trans-humanist and cyber-physical developments.

Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) started in the USA to oppose the European
“natural science” tradition in the area of cybernetics and systems (Chan, 2001).
Although CAS theory shares the subject of general properties of complex systems
across traditional disciplinary boundaries (like in cybernetics and systems), it relies
on computer simulations as a research tool (as pointed out by Holland, 1992,
initially) and considers less integrated or “organized” systems, such as ecologies,
in contrast to organisms, machines, or enterprises. Many artificial systems are
characterized by apparently complex behaviors due to often nonlinear spatio-
temporal interactions among a large number of component systems at different
levels of organization; they have been termed Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS).

CAS are dynamic systems able to adapt in and evolve with a changing environ-
ment. It is important to realize that there is no separation between a system and its
environment in the idea that a system always adapts to a changing environment.
Rather, the concept to be examined is that of a system closely linked with all other
related systems making up an ecosystem. Within such a context, change needs to be
seen in terms of co-evolution with all other related systems, rather than as adapta-
tion to a separate and distinct environment (Chan, 2001 p.2). CAS have several
constituent properties (ibid., p.3ff—citation marked italics):

• Distributed Control: There is no single centralized control mechanism that
governs system behavior. Although the interrelationships between elements of
the system produce coherence, the overall behavior usually cannot be explained
merely as the sum of individual parts.

• Connectivity: A system does not only consist of relations between its elements but
also of relations with its environment. Consequently, a decision or action by one
part within a system influences all other related parts.

• Co-evolution with Co-evolution: Elements in a system can change based on their
interactions with one another and with the environment. Additionally, patterns of
behavior can change over time.

• Sensitive Dependence on Initial Conditions: CAS are sensitive due to their
dependence on initial conditions. Changes in the input characteristics or rules
are not correlated in a linear fashion with outcomes. Small changes can have a
surprisingly profound impact on overall behavior, or vice versa, a huge upset to
the system may not affect it. . . . This means the end of scientific certainty, which is
a property of “simple” systems (e.g., the ones used for electric lights, motors, and
electronic devices). Consequently, socio-technical systems are fundamentally
unpredictable in their behavior. Long-term prediction and control are therefore
believed to not be possible in complex systems.

• Emergent Order: Complexity in complex adaptive systems refers to the potential
for emergent behavior in complex and unpredictable phenomena. Once systems
are not in an equilibrium, they tend to create different structures and new patterns
of relationships. . . . Complex adaptive systems function best when they combine
order and chaos in an appropriate measure—this phenomenon has been termed
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Far from Equilibrium. CAS in their dynamics combine both order and chaos and,
thus, stability and instability, competition and cooperation, and order and disor-
der—being termed State of Paradox.

In the CAS figure, a schema of a complex socio-technical system is shown at the
bottom as a group of different types of elements. They are far from equilibrium,
when forming interdependent, dynamic evolutionary networks that are sensitively
dependent and fractionally organized (cf. Fichter et al., 2010). Taking a CAS
perspective requires system thinking in terms of networked, however modular,
elements acting in parallel (cf. Holland, 2006). In socio-technical settings, these
elements can be individuals, technical systems, or their features. Understood as
CAS, they form and use internal models to anticipate the future, basing current
actions on expected outcomes. It is this attribute that distinguishes CAS from other
kinds of complex systems; it is also this attribute that makes the emergent behavior
of CAS intricate and difficult to understand (Holland, 1992, p.24)—see Fig. 2.2.

According to CAS theory, in CAS settings, each element sends and receives
signals in parallel, as the setting is constituted by each element’s interactions with
other elements. Actions are triggered upon other elements’ signals. In this way, each
element also adapts and, thus, evolves through changes over time. Self-regulation
and self-management have become crucial assets in dynamically changing socio-
technical settings, in particular organizations (Allee, 2009; Firestone & McElroy,
2003). Self-organization of concerned stakeholders as system elements is considered
key handling requirements for change. However, for self-organization to happen,
system elements need to have access to relevant information of a situation. Since the
behavior of autonomous elements cannot be predicted, a structured process is

System elements
exhibit behavior

System elements‘ behavior
forms pa erns

Pa erns influence
system elements‘
behavior

Fig. 2.2 Schema of a Complex Adaptive System and its dynamic behavior
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required to guide behavior management according to the understanding of system
elements and their capabilities to change the situation (cf. Allee, 2009; Stary, 2014).

From the interaction of the individual system elements arises some kind of global
property or pattern, something that could not have been predicted from understand-
ing each particular element (Chan, 2001). A typical emergent phenomenon is a
social media momentum stemming from the interaction of the users when deciding
upon a certain behavior, such as spontaneous meetings. Global properties result from
the aggregate behavior of individual elements. Although it is still an open question
how to apply CAS to engineering systems with emergent behavior (cf. Holland,
2006), in the case of socio-technical system design, preprogrammed behavior is a
challenging task, as humans or elements may change behavioral structures in
response to external or internal stimuli. When (self)-organizing these development
processes, usually they generate more complexity.
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Chapter 3
Beyond Data: Unifying Behavior Modeling

In this chapter, we first motivate an integrative behavior-centered perspective on
representing development knowledge, such as digital twins which serve as baseline
and frame of reference for design and execution. Following the concepts presented in
Stary (2020b), we introduce the Internet of Behavior as system carrier and advocate
design-integrated engineering based on role and task understanding of active system
elements. As distinct features, (1) functional and communication aspects are treated
equally, and (2) models carry on all required information for automated execution.
Thereby, the major development task is semantic modeling.

3.1 The Internet of Behaviors as System Carrier

Digital transformation increasingly binds individual activities to digital actions
through various technologies which has led to the “Internet of Behaviors” (IoB)
(Panetta, 2019, p.1) as follow-up to the Internet of Things (IoT) (Kidd, 2019, p.2).
Consequently, behavior data direct activities of socio-technical systems in real time,
encouraging or discouraging human behavior. For instance, a home healthcare
support system can adapt its behavior to the situation at hand based on received
sensor data and trigger specific actuator behavior based on algorithmic processing
and data analytics. This trigger could lead to adjustments of human behavior, e.g.,
taking care of a certain order of using healthcare appliances (cf. Tan & Varghese,
2016).

Hence, the design of IoB systems based on behavior (specifications) is a moving
target. As such, it is an immanent and pervasive engineering task. It requires
technical and technological capabilities, when “by 2023, 40% of professional
workers will orchestrate their business application experiences and capabilities like
they do their music streaming services” (Panetta, 2019, p.4). Due to their cyber-
physical nature—they are based on the IoT—IoB systems require a model
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representation (termed digital twin) as baseline for continuous design-integrated
engineering (cf. Lee, 2008).

Any modeling approach should enable the dynamic arrangement of networked
behavior encapsulations and, thus, represent an operational framework of informed
and continuous transformation. Thereby, transformation should be able to utilize IoB
data for predictive analytics. Recent results indicate for specific domains the utility
of algorithmic data analytics (cf. Zhiyuan et al., 2020). Featuring autonomy and
digital selves, we rather need to target opportunistic IoB system behavior (cf. Guo
et al., 2013), building on mutual actor awareness (cf. Gross et al., 2005) and value-
based co-creation (cf. Pera et al., 2016), than unidirectional control of stakeholder or
system element behavior (cf. Savitha & Akhilesh, 2020).

When aiming to identify meaningful behavior patterns, the IoB, analogous to the
IoT, provides an Internet address for behavior patterns. It enables accessing systems
or addressing individuals engaged with a specific behavior. Such a connection can be
used in various ways and directions, for data delivery, joint processing, or taking
control. Like for IoT, the power of IoB is the scale that matters. Several billions of
systems and/or actors and, thus, behavior patterns populate the network and repre-
sent a unique source of collecting data and passing it on for processing, controlling,
and, thus, influencing behavior through generated information.

Figure 3.1 aims to categorize the technological advancements that are character-
istics of IoB developments on the left side and to develop a corresponding behavior
perspective on the right side. After introducing IoT on an elementary or syntactic
level, system components have been captured by semantic technologies which
enabled contextual process design. Turning passive actors to active ones, and adding
intelligence to system components, has led to self-organizing actors, which allowed

SELF-ORGANIZING ACTORS

SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES

COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Seman c process design

Behavior emergence

An cipatory Behavior

(Self-)Referen al Behavior

Fig. 3.1 IoB conceptualization with design intelligence
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the emergence of novel system behavior (Guo et al., 2011) referring to the active
system elements and future developments.

Complex Adaptive Systems, as previously discussed, focus on the
interdependence of behaviors. The concept raises awareness for the consequences
of individual behavior on other actors or system components, as individual behavior
influences the activities of other actors in the system. In this way, self-referential
interaction loops develop in a specific networked setting. Understanding such a
mechanism helps in the development of predictive analytics, since behavior can be
anticipated based on the history of individual action and received inputs from other
actors driven by those actions.

From an operational perspective, IoB systems are based on Internet-connected
technologies. Thereby, the IoT architecture serves as baseline and is represented
traditionally as a stack (see Fig. 3.2). IoT-based architectures facilitate interaction
and data exchange between systems, their components, and users. They take into
account the business perspective as well as the environment of an IoB system
influencing its use and the behavioral integration of its components. The operational
core consists of sensor components and the software managing them (asset part) as
integrating software and hardware allows for embedded system design. Architecture
components connected with the asset part are Internet components to share all kinds
of collected data. They ensure connectivity of networked assets and the exchange of
data. The logic to manage collected data and their transmission for processing is
operated in the cloud.

Cloud computing services allow omnipresent and scalable access and distribution
of system features. They comprise storing data in a database, applications and
platforms to run services, rule engines to enforce (business) regulations, and
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Fig. 3.2 The IoT stack (according to Kwon et al., 2016) as baseline to design-integrated
engineering
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analytics to generate decision-relevant information. Finally, all elements need to be
related to the context of an application. It contains all relevant information for design
and operation (termed external information in the stacked architecture). Another part
of the stack components is composed of overarching performance-relevant topics, in
particular authentication and security. Both affect the interactive and automated use
of architecture components, thus running the overall system.

It is the upper part of the stacked architecture injected by external information that
is crucial for design-integrated engineering (see Fig. 3.2). At some point in time,
stakeholders acting in specific roles need to access the IoT system, triggering data
collections or interpreting the results of analysis. They also need to know the
involved component for developing and maintaining the IoT technologies, either
directly or via a corresponding model (digital twin).

The ongoing proliferation of connected system components drives current appli-
cation development and propagation in essential domains, such as healthcare
(cf. Bhatt et al., 2017) and production industry (cf. Gilchrist, 2016). Large capabil-
ities for intelligent system design are enabled by autonomous data collection through
sensor systems, as well as the dynamic adaptation and remote control of devices
through actuators. Internet-based services (cf. Bertino et al., 2016) are coupled with
physical objects extending their capabilities, such as signaling the possibility of
exhaustion in the case of smart shoes. The provision of such services is based on the
recording of sensors and operational data, the transmission via digital networks, and
the interpretation and delivery of analysis results, e.g., via apps.

When products originally designed for a specific use get enriched in scope, the
design process needs to take into account further services and processes. Consider
clients of a healthcare appliance including smart shoes who need to be provided with
health intelligence according to their individual use of the product. Design tasks need
to encounter components for monitoring and requirements articulation, leading to
(dynamic) adaptation of an IoB system. It enables novel relationships between
stakeholders (in particular between producers and consumers) and components,
intermingling operation and development (cf. Larivière et al., 2017).

3.2 Semantic Modeling for Dynamic Evolvement

A digital twin architecture can build upon patterns of interaction as design elements
for analysis and refinement to operation. Any organization can be represented as a
value stream network (cf. Allee, 2003, 2009) that corresponds to a self-adapting
complex system. Such a system can be modeled by identifying patterns of interac-
tions representing relations between Behavior-encapsulating Entities (BeEs) as
nodes of the network. Each BeE in a certain organizational role produces and
delivers assets along acts of exchange (transactions).

Since transactions denote (organizational) task accomplishment through
exchanges of goods or information, they encode the currently available network
intelligence (determining the current economic success). Each BeE can be
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considered as IoB element in an Internet-based economy. BeEs send or extend
deliverables to other BeEs. One-directional arrows represent the direction in which
deliverables are moving in the course of a specific transaction. The label on the arrow
denotes the deliverable. Deliverables are those entities that move from one BeE to
another. A deliverable can have some physical appearance, such as a document or a
tangible product, or be of digital nature, such as a message or request for
information.

The concept of exchange is considered a bi-directional value stream: An
exchange occurs when a transaction results in a particular deliverable coming back
to the originator either directly or indirectly. It ranges from feedback on a BeE
deliverable to a new request “for more of the same” or to a change of behavior.
Exchanges reveal patterns typical of organizational relationships, e.g., goods and
money.

In the following, we exemplify a BeE map for home- and healthcare involving a
service company providing innovative instruments (methods and technologies) for
customers with specific healthcare needs. The IoB system should help tracking a
person’s blood pressure, sleep patterns, diet, and blood sugar levels. It should alert
relevant stakeholders to adverse situations and suggest behavior modifications to
them toward a different outcome, such as reducing blood pressure through a different
diet or reducing the dose of pills for the sake of daytime agility. Moreover, the
system should provide everyday convenience, in particular alerting for timely
healthcare and medical supply.

The BeE network helps scoping the design and transformation space and lever-
ages potential changes for each BeE. Accurate service provision for wellbeing of a
customer in home- and healthcare is the overall goal of the exemplified IoB system.
It monitors health and living conditions to continuously improve service provision.

The first step designers need to consider in the modeling process is the set of
organizational tasks, roles, or units, as well as functional technology components
and systems that are considered of relevance for service provision. They represent
BeEs and include the IoT devices Blood Pressure Measurement, Sleep Pattern
Monitoring, Diet Handler, Medication Handler, and Personal Scheduler, as well as
external medical services. Each of the identified roles or functional task represents a
node in the BeE network which is partially shown in Fig. 3.3.

In the BeE network in Fig. 3.3, a specific pattern can be noticed. The Medication
Handler triggers Blood Pressure Measurement, involving the Personal Scheduler to
start in time. In the network without dotted transactions, Blood Pressure Manage-
ment is a sink of information. Hence, in order for information not to result in “dead
ends,” information on blood measurement needs to be passed on explicitly to the
Medication Handler and Personal Scheduler. In this way, significant knowledge can
be exchanged, and further action can be designed in the case of adverse conditions.

At this stage of design, exchange relations can be added, as indicated by the
dotted transactions in Fig. 3.3. In the simple example, Blood Pressure Measurement
should be in exchange relations to the Medication Handler and Personal Scheduler,
as the medication could be adapted and optimized according to the time and current
condition of the client. It needs to be noted that this is a semantically grounded
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supplement requiring systemic domain knowledge and human intervention, in
contrast to syntactically checking whether each BeE interacts with all others in the
network.

Refining design representations, such as the BeE network, toward digital models
of IoB systems serves as the baseline for engineering. Recognizing the behavior of
networked actors or system components requires not only to capture the duality of
activities, namely, in terms of functional (or technical) and communication actions,
but also their autonomous while synchronized acting as networked nodes. Hence, we
propose to utilize the choreographic representation and engineering scheme stem-
ming from the Subject-Oriented Business Process Management (Fleischmann et al.,
2012a, 2015). It enables embodying BeE network and refining the involved (socio-
technical) components, thereby generating behavior-centered digital twins.

For design-integrated engineering, subject-oriented models can be refined until
being executable, in order to provide operational feedback to designers. These
modeling and execution capabilities view systems as sets of interacting subjects.
Subjects are defined as behavior encapsulation. They address tasks, machine oper-
ations, organizational units, or roles people have in a specific context, such as
business operation, and correspond to the Behavior-encapsulating Entities (BeEs)
defined for analyzing value streams as described above. From an operational per-
spective, subjects operate in parallel. Thereby, they exchange messages asynchro-
nously or synchronously. Consequently, the transactions forming value streams can
be interpreted as transmissions of messages between subjects.
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IoB systems specified in terms of subject-oriented models operate as autonomous,
concurrent behavior entities representing distributed (IoB) elements. Each entity
(subject) is capable to performing (local) actions that do not involve interacting
with other subjects, e.g., calculating a threshold value of blood pressure for a
measurement device in medical care. Subjects also perform communicative actions
that concern transmission of messages to other subjects, namely, sending and
receiving messages.

Subjects as behavior encapsulations are specified in adjacent diagram types:
Subject Interaction Diagrams (SIDs) and Subject Behavior Diagrams (SBDs).
They address different levels of behavior abstraction: SIDs a more abstract one,
denoting behavior entities and an accumulated view on message transmissions, and
SBDs refining the behavior of each subject of a SID by revealing the sequence of
sending and receiving messages as well as its local actions (i.e., functional behavior).

SIDs provide an integrated view of an IoB system, comprising the subjects
involved and the messages they exchange. A part of the SID of the already intro-
duced home- and healthcare support system is shown in Fig. 3.4. According to
the SID BeEs, it comprises several subjects involved in IoT communication. In the
figure, the messages to be exchanged between the subjects are represented along the
links between the subjects as rectangles, already including the supplemented ones
from the value stream analysis:
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Fig. 3.4 Sample Subject Interaction Diagram representing a home healthcare appliance
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• The Personal Scheduler (subject) coordinates all activities wherever a client is
located (traditionally available on a mobile device).

• The Medication Handler takes care of providing the correct medication at any
time and location.

• The Blood Pressure Measurement subject enables sensing the blood pressure of
the client.

• The Shopping Collector contains all items to be purchased to ensure continuous
quality in home healthcare.

The client user handles the measurement device and needs to know when to
activate it and whether further measurements need to be taken. The Shopping
Collector receives requests from both, the Medication Handler when drugs are
required from the pharmacy, physician, or hospital and the Personal Scheduler, in
case further medicine for the client user is required.

State transitions are represented as arrows, with labels indicating the outcome of
the preceding state. The part shown in Fig. 3.5 represents a scheduling request to the
Personal Scheduler subject sent by the Medication Handler subject, in order to
demonstrate the choreographic synchronization of behavior abstractions (cf. Wen
et al., 2017). The figure reveals the parallel operating nature of the two subjects
involved in the interaction. Once the need for (re)scheduling—modeled as send
activity—is recognized by the Medication Handler, a corresponding message is
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delivered to the Personal Scheduler. When the Personal Scheduler has received that
message, the request can be processed, either recognizing a conflict or fixing an entry
into the schedule. In both cases, the result is delivered by “send reaction” to the
Medication Scheduler. The subject that has initiated the interaction can now process
the results, i.e., the Medication Handler processes the reaction of the Personal
Scheduler (modeled by the function of the respective SBD).

Each subject has a so-called input pool as a mailbox for receiving messages
(including transmitted data through messaging that are termed business objects).
Messages sent to a subject are kept in that input pool together with their name, a time
stamp of their arrival, the data they transport, and the name of the subject they come
from. The modeling designer can define how many messages of which type and/or
from which sender can be deposited. The modeler can also define a reaction, in case
messaging restrictions are violated, e.g., to delete arriving messages or to replace
older messages in the input pool. Hence, the type of synchronization through
messaging can be specified individually.

Internal functions of subjects process (the transmitted) data. In our example, the
subject Blood Pressure Measurement has a counter for each application. An internal
maintenance function increases the counter by one when the client user activates the
device. The function can either end with the result “sufficient energy” or “change
battery.”

Once a Subject Behavior Diagram, e.g., for the Blood Pressure Measurement
subject, is instantiated, it has to be decided (1) whether a human or a digital device
(organizational implementation) and (2) which actual device is assigned to the
subject, acting as technical subject carrier (technological implementation). Valida-
tion of SBDs is sufficient for interactive process experience and testing process
completion. Besides academic engines, e.g., UeberFlow (Krenn & Stary, 2016) or
SiSi (Elstermann & Ovtcharova, 2018), commercial solutions, such as Metasonic
(www.metasonic.de), Compunity (www.compunity.eu), or actnconnect (www.
actnconnect.de), can be used. Since neither the input pool nor the business objects
are part of the modeling notation, it depends on the environment and runtime engine
used for development, at which point in time, and in which form data structures and
business logic determining the communication on the subject instance level can be
specified for pragmatic process support.

Dynamic adaptation is based on a trigger, such as a result from performing a
function or a sensor signal, which requires special behavior specification. It can be
handled according to S-BPM’s concept of event processing, thus allowing to capture
variants of organizational behavior at design time (cf. Fleischmann et al., 2012b).
The trigger to dynamic adaptation independent to its implementation can carry some
data as payload. For instance, with the trigger “blood pressure above threshold,”
some information can be tagged to the physical device. Like an event, a data object
representing a trigger can carry three types of information: header, payload, and
plain content. The header consists of meta-information about the trigger like name,
arrival time, priorities, etc. The payload contains specific information about the
triggering event. Finally, a trigger can also contain free format content.
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With respect to operation and model execution, triggers are messages. Messages
of a S-BPM model represent event types. Once a process instance is created and
messages are sent, these messages become events. If messages are sent and kept in
the input pool, they get a time stamp documenting their arrival time. Instantaneous
events can be handled by Message Guards. They are modeling constructs to repre-
sent behavior variants including the conditions when which variant is relevant and
should be executed (see Fig. 3.6).

For instance, the message “call emergency service” from the subject Blood
Pressure Measurement can arrive at any time when delivering data from measure-
ment. This message is handled by a Message Guard. In that Message Guard, the
reaction of an instantaneous message is specified, e.g., the emergency service is
called by the Personal Scheduler subject, since reaching a certain threshold of the
blood pressure indicates the need for medical expert intervention for the concerned
client.

Message Guards as shown in Fig. 3.6 allow handling adaptive behavior at design
time. The specification shows how critical cases are handled at runtime (i.e., once the
subject has been instantiated), either by humans or technological systems. The
general pattern reveals that jumping from routine behavior (left side) to
non-routine behavior is based on flagging functions serving as triggers and (re-)
entry points. In the addressed home healthcare example, the Message Guard can be
applied when a threshold of Blood Pressure has been reached. Once the flag is raised
at runtime, either substitutive procedures, returning to the regular SBD sequence (see
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left side of Message Guard), or complementary behavior, leaving the originally
executed SBD (see right side of Message Guard in Fig. 3.6), is triggered.

Message Guards can be flagged in a process in various behavior states of subjects.
The receipt of certain messages, e.g., to abort the process, always results in the same
processing pattern. Hence, this pattern should be modeled for each state in which it is
relevant. The design decision that has to be taken concerns the way how the
adaptation occurs, either extending an existing behavior or replacing it from a certain
state on.

In the home healthcare example, returning to the original sequence (regular SBD
sequence) is given when the called emergency service in the case of high blood
pressure does not require any further intervention of medical experts. Replacement
of the regular procedure, however, is required, in case the Medication Handler
subject and, as a follow-up, the Personal Scheduler subject (referring to the time
of medication) have to be modified.

Once the organizational transformation includes predictive analytics, its integra-
tion needs to be structured according to its context (cf. Sodero et al., 2019).
Figure 3.7 shows an organizational approach for embodying predictive analytics.
The developed pattern is based on a Monitor subject that is triggered by a function in
an idle loop observing an IoB system. The monitored data needs to be evaluated to
identify the need of adaptation. For algorithmic decision-making, a (business) rule
base could be of benefit.
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Recognizing the need of adaptation requires business intelligence stemming from
a Predictive Analytics subject. According to the behavior data available and the
calculation model to either predict the behavior of the acting or the behavior of other
interacting subjects, a proposal is generated. In order to avoid re-iterating certain
behavior patterns, the adaptation request is stored, together with the newly generated
proposal. The latter will be evaluated for effectiveness and efficiency.

With respect to our home healthcare case, organizing the setting could be
challenged on whether medical experts need to be contacted once the blood pressure
is higher than a specific threshold by predicting that an additional data analysis (e.g.,
diet patterns) could help avoiding triggering emergency services. Implementing such
a proposal requires extending the SID with a Diet Handler subject that can deliver
timely data on the diet behavior of the client. It would need to interact with all other
subjects, as its functional behavior to provide the requested data leads to novel
patterns of interaction.

Each enrichment can be iteratively tested along design-evaluation iterations of
various granularities. Consequently, whenever the transformation space is to be
enhanced with choreographic intelligence, the resulting additional requirements for
a solution can be exemplarily met by (re-)designing the artifact, demonstrating and
evaluating the envisioned enhancement. In this way, even variants of system intel-
ligence can be explored and checked for viability.

Digital twins based on executable models enable threads for simulation and
operation of IoT-based systems and have gained recent research attention (cf. Pang
et al., 2021; Stary, 2021), also driven by Industry 4.0 needs for real-time operation,
integration capabilities, and high-fidelity representation. From the three perspectives
introduced in the beginning for structured understanding, a development cycle can
be concluded for digital twins (see Fig. 3.8). Individual role understanding leads to
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model and structure collectives that are operated by technologies and can be adapted
to further needs, including socio-emotional behavior finally leading to digital selves.

The notation has not only the character of a modeling language but rather serves
as means of orientation for various stakeholder groups, including users and devel-
opers. Hence, a certain representation scheme, such as subject-oriented modeling,
has specific roles for digital twin development:

• It helps in organizing a collective by means of structure elements.
• It supports the design of ecosystems as a boundary object mediating between

various stakeholder groups, including domain experts, developers, and users.
• It facilitates implementation through detailing structures and processes for

operation.

In the role of a user of digital twins, stakeholders make use of a systems or
product and experience the functionality through its features. By putting the func-
tionality into individual context of use, it is not only shaped by individual situations
of use but also shapes its future use and actions of the user. By utilizing the features
of the product, not only cognitive factors but also affective, emotional, and social
aspects play a crucial role and build up experiential knowledge.

In the role as developers, humans utilize organizational and technological capa-
bilities to refine and engineer functional requirements referring to user demands and
support needs. Technology-driven activities include performance-related items aside
from usability and user experience. In the case of cyber-physical settings, decisions
on heterogeneity and connectivity play an important role from an engineering
perspective. They influence adaptability during runtime to a large extent.
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Part II
Social Behavior of Artificial Agents

Following the conceptual understanding of digital twins and how they could be
engineered according to cognitive and organizational structures, this part lays a
foundation for understanding social behavior and its modeling. We discuss various
socio-emotional approaches before sketching behavior-relevant models and their
simulation capabilities. In particular, we show how emotions can substantially
influence the collective behavior of artificial actors.



Chapter 4
Background and Motivation

In Part I, we discussed mainly engineering issues and solutions to socio-technical
systems dealing with digital twins. We defined properties which are mandatory for
digital selves represented by digital twin elements or agents. We argued that
properties of agents need to be enhanced with behavior related to emotions. In this
section, we present game theoretical approaches to emotion modeling. Since we
investigate the collective behavior of crowds, we are interested in inter-agent
relationships. Emulations of consciousness are out of scope of our investigations.
Since a very specific property is simulated, it is feasible that the agents and their
learning functions are more simplistic.

When writing these sentences in the year 2021, we just realized that in Graz
(Austrian city), a research team managed to implement a full-fledged digital heart
(see http://healthcare-in-Europe.com). This artificial heart is produced out of numer-
ous MR and EKG data and other heart investigations. Imaging algorithms construct
the heart based on all these very special investigations conducted on a patient. To
simulate the heartbeat, many million variables need to be calculated in real time on a
super computer. AI algorithms support the calculation of the electrical wave prop-
agations for the simulated heartbeat.

The development team asserts that the simulated heartbeat is already close to the
real heartbeat of a patient. They plan to apply more AI methods so that the heartbeat
runs completely in synchrony with a patient. However, the authors did not publish
yet any details about the AI methods applied. We suspect that neural networks are
playing a major role in learning the heartbeats. The authors claim that within 2 years,
it will be possible to treat a digital heart with artificial drugs. As a consequence, it
will be possible to decide which of the several drug treatments turns out to be
adequate after the implantation of a cardiac pacemaker.

This is indeed a revolution in medicine and in computer science. We ask
ourselves if this is possible for the heart, why not for the human brain. And if we
try to model the human brain on a digital machine, is this copy identical to the real
brain? Is the digital twin capable of thinking? Does it have its own personality? Will
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consciousness emerge as a consequence of thinking or is it rather an illusion? Is there
even a free will?

We can only speculate about the answers to these questions since to our best
knowledge, there is no commonly approved theory of mind existing yet. However,
neuroscientists are making progress in brain research. We know today that the
human brain is organized in a hierarchy. Dehaene and Changeux (2011) investigated
the transition from unconscious to conscious perception. They showed that
according to Baar’s theory (Baar, 1988), this what we experience as perception is
caused through the intensification of a single information entity which is then
simultaneously transferred in different parts of the cerebral cortex. By applying
functional MRT and EEGs, Dehaene discovered that the transformation process
triggers certain synchronized rhythms of electrical activities. Presumably, these
rhythms stimulate consciousness by activating a network of pyramid neurons located
in the parietal and frontal brain regions which in turn cause top-down amplification.
Dehaene discovered this phenomenon while experimenting with the picture recog-
nition process of the human brain. Similar results were obtained during experiments
with the tactile sense. It can be concluded that there is a threshold between uncon-
scious data processing and conscious data processing.

Libet (2005) also discovered that a lot of the brain activities are not conscious at
all. Based on his experiments, Libet concluded that our awareness of decision-
making appears to be an illusion. According to Libet, there is also no free will.

Neurobiologists suspect that changes in the hormone level not only influence
feelings and spirit but also the function of the brain. Obviously, parts of the
hippocampus are changing its structure and its activity during specific hormone
cycles of women. The implications of these observations are not yet well understood.

Eric Kandel (2018) presents a good overview how art is interpreted by the human
brain. As computer scientists, we also find Kurzweil’s elaborations (Kurzweil, 2012)
about the creation of a mind promising.

In order to mimic the hierarchies of the human brain, Kurzweil proposes the
implementation of hidden Markov models in combination with self-learning neural
networks. He is convinced that before 2050 or even earlier, we will bring the full
power of human brains on silicon substrates. In contrast to our brain, artificial neural
networks will learn much quicker. This is due to the fact that during the learning
process, the human brain takes time to grow new dendrites. Technologically, we are
able to construct artificial neural networks consisting of more neurons and synapses
than the human brain. Humans cannot expand the size of brains on biological level in
a short time. But thanks to exponential technological growth, we might do it with
artificial neural networks in the farer future. Kurzweil has certainly a point there.

The question above, whether consciousness is an emergent property, is still not
solved. It might be emergent if we follow Deahene’s observations. If we consider,
e.g., hormones as important influencers, then we need to understand also their
behavior. As soon as we understand their influence, we can design an algorithm
which can be executed as a Turing machine on a real computer. If consciousness
follows an algorithm somewhere in the neo-cortex—which has not yet been
proven—then we can simulate also consciousness. If consciousness emerges
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automatically as a result of low-level perception processes, then we will see the
results of virtual humans (humanoids) or virtual agents in a few decades.

We believe that Kurzweil’s ideas described more deeply in Part I will bring
substantial progress in the sense that a good percentage of a brain will be simulated
in silicon substrate in a few decades. And it could easily be that this brain might
outperform average brains in certain general tasks due to quicker expansion options.
Much more artificial neurons and synaptic connections yield more brain capacity,
and the presentation of several millions of examples in a short time period yields
faster learning cycles. However, as long as the influence of electro-chemical pro-
cesses on synaptic circuits is not fully understood, the silicon brain might probably
lack certain high-level functionalities. When writing these lines, robots can simulate
the behavior of approximately 4-year-old children.

Since a digital self is a simulation, digital selves are different from one self,
similar as human twins differ from each other. There is a difference whether the
computer simulates a property or whether the machine understands what the simu-
lation is about. It is therefore an illusion to think that we can replicate ourselves and
thus exist for eternity.

Artificial neural networks are producing other and sometimes better strategies for
problem-solving, as explained when addressing the AlphaGo Zero program. Con-
sequently, there is an artificial intelligence which deviates from human intelligence.
Thus, a digital self might develop its own artificial personality, at best.

Subsequently, we talk about agents when addressing the modeling and simulation
of digital selves or artificial humans (humanoids). The term agent is a more prag-
matic one and widely used in the simulation community. The simulation community
mostly uses either a deductive approach or an inductive approach (Axelrod, 1997).
In order to find consequences of assumptions, deduction is used. If we want to find
patterns in data, we use an inductive approach.

In the deductive approach, social phenomena are represented either by rules or
differential equations. However, as Troitzsch (Troitzsch & Gilbert, 2005) and
Gilbert explain, differential equations are often difficult to study. There is sometimes
no set of equations that can be solved to predict the system characteristics, and even
more, group behavior and especially individual cognition (Conte & Castelfranchi,
1995) are hard to model. There is some parallelism when applying artificial neural
networks, where engineering experience decides about the success of an implemen-
tation. We predict that simulations with differential equations and linear equations
will play a major role in the future once the quantum computer is in place. A
quantum computer has three main application areas: cryptography, searching and
learning, and simulation. In the latter case especially linear equation, systems are
very well suited for quantum computers because one basic gate operator, such as the
hadamard operator, uses matrix operations.

The inductive approach is more often used by social scientists. This approach
deduces generalizations from observations. The application of agent-based simula-
tions observing emergent patterns belongs to this approach. However, Sun (2006)
criticizes that most of these agents are often too simple. They comprise only few
entities and lack cognitive modeling. As a consequence, such simplistic agent
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models do have problems to emulate human cognition. In his book about cognition
and multi-agent interactions, Sun argues that cognitive architectures, such as
ACT-R, SOAR, or CLARION, might be better vehicles to simulate human behavior
because not only inter-agent processes but also complex intra-agent processes are
considered.

The CLARION architecture (Sun, 2003) seems to be especially powerful since it
combines built-in meta-cognitive constructs, action-centered and non-action-cen-
tered representations, top-down rule-based learning, and bottom-up reinforcement
learning based on the Q-learning algorithm (Watkins, 1989). Sun argues that four
distinct levels need to be orchestrated in a cognitive architecture: the sociological
level, the psychological level, the componential level, and the physiological level.
The sociological level simulates conventionally the relations in between agents. The
psychological level covers individual experience, beliefs, concepts, and skills. The
componential level looks at the different components of an agent and its different
implementation methods. The physiological level focuses on elementary biological
and physiological components of a system which need to be reverse engineered.

Another inductive approach is the application of game theory to social science.
Game theory turns out to be a powerful theory when simulating social processes of
large crowds. The theory of games was first formalized by Neumann and
Morgenstern (1953). Human economic behavior has been studied since then exten-
sively by using this theory.

Like with humans, communication and collaboration in between artificial agents
are important steps further for the development of an artificial social intelligence. It
was always argued by scientists that a machine that can think must include emotional
aspects, because a vast amount of social behaviors in humans are emotionally driven
(Castelfranci, 2000). If we want to construct human-like machines, then we need to
integrate emotional aspects into our models. In the sequel, we show how emotions
can be modeled, and we show how emotions can substantially influence the collec-
tive behavior of artificial agents.

We model the impact of rewards on the emotion jealousy from two very different
perspectives, and we consider the population dynamics and equilibrium which can
arise. First, we apply a deterministic model and then a stochastic one. Our modeling
technique starts with one simple game theoretical approach. We use this approach
because the social behavior which is expressed on inter-agent relations can be
elegantly simulated.

In Chap. 5, we apply a more complex approach. In the sense of Sun, we model the
sociological level and the componential level. We show how different kinds of
emotions can be combined. However, cognitive details of intra-agent processes as
explained by Carley and Newell (1994) are not considered in our models.

As explained, cognitive architectures do have their merits. Nevertheless, the
problem how emotions can bypass decisions by activating some impulses
(Löwenstein, 1996) is not well understood. It has also not yet been solved by these
architectures. Furthermore, it is not known how emotions can influence cognitive
decision processes (Löwenstein, 1996). As long as these problems are not solved by
neuroscientists, we have to be careful in applying them in cognitive architectures.
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But serendipity effects can always occur. We are convinced that in the very long run,
such multi-paradigm architectures might become obsolete because symbolic com-
puting such as rule-based learning, planning, storing of data, and even remembering
are implicitly performed by a single morphological architecture—the human brain.

For instance, remembering can be modeled with stochastic dynamic artificial
networks known as bi-directional associative memories by using the Hopfield model
(Hopfield, 1982, 1984; Hopfield & Tank, 1985, 1986). Consider the visual cortex as
a region in the brain where many neurons together decode visual sensory perceptions
as an example. There, the three-dimensional information is mapped on a
two-dimensional field of neurons in the human cortex (Glickstein, 1988). Such
structures can be modeled with a self-organizing Kohonen network (Kohonen,
1982, 1984; Kohonen et al., 1991). Similarly, different other brain regions demand
other neural network topologies and corresponding learning algorithms. But all of
them are based upon a morphologic structure consisting of neurons, dendrites, and
synapses. Therefore, intra-agent processes are likely to be modeled exclusively with
artificial neural networks in the long run.

But we also have to keep in mind that the general learning problem of neural
networks is intractable. The size of the learning problem in artificial neural networks
depends on the number of unknown variables which are represented through weights
of the edges between the neurons and the synapses. These unknowns need to be
calculated. A network with 100 unknown weights represents a bigger learning
problem than a network with 10 weights. A polynomial runtime of the learning
algorithms dependent on the number of unknown variables would be desirable.
However, until recently, there is no algorithm known that such an algorithm exists.
Therefore, we still face some NP-complete problems.

The human brain consists of approximately 1015 synapses. Thankfully, not all
neurons are mutually connected. As explained, there is a hierarchical structure in the
brain’s morphology. Certain regions are responsible for certain tasks. But there are
still vast amounts of local connections left so that we can run into these NP-complete
problems during the learning phase which is continuously performed in real time.
However, we are convinced that in the very near future, quantum computers will
overcome some of these problems.

Time has not yet come to model all cognitive processes with neural networks. We
still lack a common theory of mind—we don’t know how hormones are influencing
synaptic thresholds—and we still need more powerful computers so that the parallel
thinking process can be modeled in real time. It is not the size of the shrinking
memories which represents the problem, but the runtime required to perform respec-
tive actions. Nevertheless, for the simulation of cognitive intra-agent processes, such
as values or beliefs, one could start with a simple neural network and extend this
network similar to a bootstrapping process until a powerful artificial brain is formed.

Social cooperation does not always need the agent’s understanding as defined by
Amir et al. (2007) and explained in Part I of this book. There are forms of
cooperation that are evolutionary self-organizing and unaware. Such cooperation
forms do not require joint intentions, mutual awareness, or shared plans among
cooperating agents (Macy, 1998).
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We are interested how emotions are changing the collective behavior of a group
and vice versa. We don’t plan to emulate human cognition as long as there is no
widely recognized unified theory available. Therefore, our agents are more simplis-
tic. When we equip agents with emotion-like behaviors, they will show similar
behaviors as humans. Jealousy might be influenced by rewards. Therefore, we
examine the impact of rewards to jealousy. We show that different modeling
techniques and different algorithms can yield deviating results for one and the
same property. The phrase “what you see, you will be” is valid for humans as well
as for agents.

It is therefore in our hands whether the future of artificial humans (humanoids)
will be bright or rather dark in Leviathan’s sense. This reminds us on the old Indian
allegory where a father tells his child that there are two animals fighting in his breast.
One animal is full of negative emotions like hate and jealousy; the other animal is
obliging and friendly. On the child’s question which one is going to win the fight, the
father’s answer is “the animal which you feed is going to win.”

Consequently, the data and the world which we are presenting to the programs
and the algorithms we are implementing do have impact to the behavior of artificial
agents. The same relation holds for humans—experience, education, and epigenetic
on the one hand and inherited properties on the other shape our behavior. But in
contrast to computer programs revealing rational behavior, humans often act in an
irrational way, since they are driven by emotions as well. We discuss this phenom-
enon in Chap. 6 of Part II.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Methods and Game Theory

In this chapter, we present the areas constituting agent-based social simulation, and
we give a short overview on game theory. The given explanations should sufficiently
contribute to the understanding of the next chapters. We argue why game theory is
such a powerful theory in modeling intra-agent behavior of large crowds.

In general, a simulation is an imitation of the operation of an object or process
over discrete or continuous time. A prerequisite for a simulation is the availability of
a model. As explained in part I of this book, the model represents the characteristics
of the object or process. The simulation reflects the evolution of this model over
time. A computer system developer first creates a design of the model, then he/she
implements the model itself, and finally he/she executes the simulation of the model
on a computer system.

Differential equations are used in a continuous simulation which is based on
continuous time. Discrete event simulation is used for systems whose states change
their values only at discrete times. Stochastic simulation is a simulation where some
variables of the object are subject to random variations.

Social simulation studies issues in social sciences. Beside inductive and deduc-
tive approaches, Robert Axelrod (1986) paved the way for a third approach. In his
experiments, he generated data that can be analyzed inductively, stemming from
specified rules rather than from direct measurements of the real world. Since then,
agent-based simulation became popular among social scientists. In contrast to
system-level simulation where the scientist looks at the situation as a whole,
agent-based simulation consists of modeling societies with artificial agents. The
properties of these agents might be simple or more complex. Based on the behaviors
of these agents, collective behavior patterns can emerge. In this way, researchers can
study social phenomena which are derived from individual behavior.

Agent-based simulation is appropriate for the study of processes which lack
central coordination. However, looking critically to this approach, we admit that
too simple agents might predict human behavior in an oversimplified manner.
Complex agents on the other hand might introduce intractable organizational and
computational issues.
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Troitzsch and Gilbert (2005) present an accurate introduction of tools and simu-
lation methods for social scientists. In our practical examples, we use a spatial
approach, where all agents are arranged in a lattice, and we present a stochastic
approach where agents meet randomly. Both examples are discrete event simulations
using an evolutionary game theoretical approach.

Game theory distinguishes between two approaches. In cooperative game theory,
the players are allowed to communicate and to bargain. In non-cooperative game
theory, direct communication between players is not possible. Subsequently, we
discuss non-cooperative game theoretical approaches because our simulations are
based on non-cooperative game theory.

To represent games in a computer system, researchers use either the extensive
form or the normal form. The extensive form can be used to formalize games with a
time sequencing of moves. The games are formalized by trees. In our examples, we
use the normal form for game representation.

The normal form is represented by a payoff matrix which shows the players,
strategies, and payoffs (see Fig. 5.1).

Player P1 chooses the column, and player P2 chooses the row. Each player can
choose between two strategies (S1, S2). The payoffs are provided in the interior. If
player P1 chooses the strategy S1 and player P2 chooses S1, then both players get the
payoff a. If player P1 chooses strategy S2 and P2 chooses S1, then player P1 gets the
payoff c, and player P2 gets b. It is exactly the other way around if player P1 chooses
S1 and player P2 chooses S2. If both players choose S2, then both get d.

A very special situation occurs when the following relations are true: c > a > d
> b and a > (c + b)/2. In this case, the game is a prisoner’s dilemma game. This
game captures the essential problem of cooperation. Axelrod (1984) examined under
which conditions in a world of egoists without central authority cooperation could
emerge.

In the prisoner’s dilemma game, two people are suspected of having committed a
crime. Since the two suspects are isolated, they cannot talk to each other. The
attorney offers them a deal. If one suspect confesses while the other does not, then
the first will go free, and the second will be sentenced to 5 years. If both confess, they
will both receive 4 years. If neither confesses, then both will be sentenced to 2 years
only. The corresponding payoff matrix is given in Fig. 5.2. Negative numbers
represent the loss of free years.

This matrix game can be repeated several times. From the matrix, we can derive
that cooperation is vulnerable to exploitation by defectors. If both persons analyze
the game in a rational way, then both will defect (confess). Since in case one

Player P1
S1 S2

Player P2
S1 a, a b, c

S2 c, b d, d

Fig. 5.1 General payoff
matrix
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confesses and the other one does not, then the one who confesses goes free, and the
other one will go to prison for 5 years. When the other player thinks the same, they
both will lose 4 years. And this is the dilemma. Rational players who act in order to
maximize their payoff defect, but it would be better to cooperate and therefore not to
confess. In this case, both would end up losing 2 years only which is much better
than losing 4 or 5 years.

In game theory, a player always tries to maximize his/her fitness. In the empirical
experiments with humans, it can be shown that humans do not always behave in a
rational way. In the repeated prisoner’s dilemma game, humans often try to coop-
erate, and only when they learn that their strategy fails, they switch to defection.
Several social dilemmas are of prisoner’s dilemma type as explained in the next
chapter.

In his outstanding book, John Maynard-Smith (1982) introduced game theory to
evolutionary biology and population dynamics. In evolutionary game theory, indi-
viduals have fixed strategies, and they interact randomly with each other. Payoffs are
interpreted as fitness, and all the payoffs of these interactions are added
up. Successful games are interpreted as reproductive success similar to natural
selection. Strategies with better payoffs reproduce faster, and strategies with lesser
payoffs are outcompeted.

Thus, with a simple shift in the interpretation of the payoffs, we can simulate the
spread of a virus or animal behaviors in a limited habitat. This makes game theory so
powerful. For evolutionary game dynamics, differential equations such as the
replicator equation (Hofbauer & Sigmund, 2003) are applied. The equation describes
frequency-dependent selection among different strategies in infinitely large
populations. Game theory in combination with this differential equation makes
simulation highly effective. We are not going deeper into this subject because this
is not necessary for the understanding of the rest of the book.

Two discoveries are central in game theory. In a finite population with a finite
number of strategies, there is always a Nash equilibrium (Nash, 1950). Maynard-
Smith’s discovery of evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS) is a similar concept to the
Nash equilibrium.

The Nash equilibrium indicates that if all players play a strategy that happens to
be Nash, then neither person can deviate from her strategy and increase her payoff.
In the payoff matrix of Fig. 5.1, S1 is a Nash equilibrium if a> c or a¼ c, and S2 is a
Nash equilibrium if d > b or d ¼ b.

An ESS is a strategy with the following property: if all members of a population
adopt the ESS, then no other mutant strategy is able to invade the population. A

not confess confess
not confess

confess
-2, -2
0, -5 -4, -4

-5, 0

Fig. 5.2 A prisoner’s dilemma matrix
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mutant is a so-called invader. A domestic strategy is an ESS, if one of the following
two conditions applies:

1. When someone from the domestic population meets someone from the domestic
population, they get in average more payoff than a mutant strategy will get when
meeting a domestic member. In this case, mutants cannot spread.

2. If the domestic strategies get the same payoffs among each other as a mutant
strategy against a domestic strategy, then the following must apply: the domestic
strategy gets more when meeting a mutant strategy than the mutant strategies get
among each other.

To put it more formally: if P is the payoff and I indicates a domestic strategy and J
a mutant strategy, then I is ESS if one of the two conditions applies:

1. Either P(I, I) > P(J, I) or
2. P(I, I) ¼ P(J, I) and P(I, J) > P(J,J)

(1) and (2) must be fulfilled for each possible alternative J. If this is the case, then
a domestic strategy cannot be invaded by a single invader.

If a strategy is an ESS, then it is also a Nash equilibrium. Maynard-Smith and
Nash made their discoveries independent from each other.

In Fig. 5.2, we presented only perfect strategies—that means that the players can
select either one or the other strategy. In reality, in repeated games, players select
their strategies according to probabilities. In the well-known rock-paper-scissors
game, we use a 3 � 3 payoff matrix. If each player applies the rock, the paper, and
the scissors strategy exactly with the probability of 1/3, then the players are in Nash
equilibrium. We call this a mixed strategy. That means, if a Nash equilibrium in
perfect strategies cannot be found, the solution can be found in a mixed strategy.

The term Pareto optimal is also important for social dilemmas. People are in a
Pareto optimal position, if these positions are on average best for the whole group.
However, if one person deviates from his/her position in order to get a better
individual payoff, at least one other person of the group will suffer and receive a
worse payoff. In other words, no player can improve his/her payoff at the cost of at
least another player.

By having defined the basics, we can discuss some practical social dilemmas.
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Chapter 6
Social Dilemmas and Problems of Social
Order

We describe problems of social orders, and we discuss whether these problems will
emerge during the cooperation of digital selves.

It is a fatal mistake to think that irrational results of social problem solutions lead
back to irrational behaviors. In a prisoner’s dilemma situation, rational-acting
persons produce irrational results. In a social dilemma situation, the Nash equilib-
rium is not Pareto optimal, or a Pareto optimal situation is only achievable if
coordination is allowed. We present this situation in the following examples.

In the chicken game, two persons pilot their cars on collision course. The one who
avoids the collision first is the looser. If nobody avoids the collision, then both are
dead or highly injured. If both persons try to avoid the collision, then nobody has lost
his face. The worst situation happens if both stay on course. The corresponding
normal form of the game is presented in Fig. 6.1.

Two Nash equilibriums can be identified, namely, the one with the payoffs (2,4)
and (4,2). The equilibrium “avoid collision” and “not avoid collision” favors the
column player, and the equilibrium “not avoid collision” and “avoid collision”
favors the line player. But if both players select the favorable strategy “not avoid
collision,” then a catastrophe is inevitable.

The famous chicken game can be mapped onto international conflicts as
presented in Fig. 6.2 for the Iran conflict. The situation can only be solved through
negotiations in order to find a compromise, which is not a Nash equilibrium.

The next example is an N person prisoner’s dilemma. Let us have a look at the
following decision situation. N persons can decide between the strategies S1 and S2.
The following payoffs will be given to people selecting S1 respectively S2:

S1 ¼ 2x

S2 ¼ 3xþ 3

S1 and S2 are the strategies available for a player; x is the number of players who
are selecting strategy S1. In summary, we have N players.
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Let us assume that the group consists of 100 players and 40 of them selected
strategy S1. Then they get 80 points and the 60 other players get 123 points. But if all
players would have selected S1, then they all would have gotten 200 points. In this
case, S1 is the cooperative strategy, and S2 is the defecting strategy. Where is the
break-even point? The break-even point is reached when less than 66 people are
selecting S1. That means that at least 45 people select S2. In this case, all get less
than 200 points.

Thus, a few people can destroy the fruits of the work of the whole group, and if
these few people are more than 44 out of 100, then they even get less than they would
have achieved through total cooperation. In fact, the best result is achieved if
99 persons select strategy S1. In this case, the defector achieves 300 points and the
rest of the group only 198. Which of the two strategies is Nash and which one
Pareto? Let us look at the payoff matrix if only two people are playing the game (see
Fig. 6.3).

We see clearly that S2 is the Nash equilibrium which yields the payoff (3,3) for
both players. If they both would have selected the S1 strategy, which is a Pareto
optimum, they would be better off. However, by selecting the S1 strategy, there is
the danger that one of them (the defector) selects S2. In this case, the defector gets
the maximum payoff (6), and the co-operator gets the minimum (2). This is again a
typical prisoner’s dilemma.

The above-described game can be generalized to public good games which are
typical for social dilemmas. The difference between a public good game and an

Avoid collision Not avoid collision 
Avoid collision 3,3 2,4
Not avoid collision 4,2 1,1

Fig. 6.1 Chicken game payoff matrix

Negotiate, no attack on
Iran

Compromise Victory Iran, Defeat Al-
lies

Attack on Iran
Victory Allies, Defeat 

Iran War?

Stop nuclear research
program

Continue nuclear re-
search program

Fig. 6.2 International conflict matrix

S1 S2
S1 4,4 2,6
S2 6,2 3,3

Fig. 6.3 Two players of the N-players game
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N-players game is that in a public good game, a player can decide how much he/she
is willing to cooperate.

The problem of organ donations is a typical public good game. Everybody wishes
that the collective good organ is available but not many people possess an organ
donation pass. If all people follow the S1 strategy which means cooperation, the
benefit is maximal for all. Nonetheless, there is a minority contributing and holding
an organ donation pass. The solution for such problems is to find incentives so that
people switch from the S2 strategy to the S1 strategy. One solution would be that
owners of an organ donation pass are preferred when they need an organ transplan-
tation. Other examples are vaccine passes as used during the COVID crisis where
people owing such a pass witness less hurdles in daily activities such as traveling or
shopping.

There are many more examples of public good games, such as voter turnout rates
in democracies, joining of non-profit associations, joining protest demonstrations,
contributing to any kind of common group results, or keeping a clean environment
where incentives for e-cars in the form of tax reductions are applied or for big
industries carbon trading certificates are provided. Incentives try to dissuade people
and companies from defection so that Pareto optima can be achieved. By these
means, social dilemmas are mitigated.

Since depletion of resources will always result in some kind of social dilemmas,
we have to ask ourselves if digital selves might be confronted with the same sort of
social order problems. There are two answers to that question.

The first answer is that digital selves should act according to the game theory.
This would be an emotion-free, cold world where only utility functions and deci-
sions based on statistics are ruling the behavior of selves.

The second answer is that digital selves and humans will coexist for a long time.
Therefore, for the public benefit, digital selves will have to adopt the human way of
thinking and behaving. For instance, in a mixed traffic, it makes no sense that
autonomous cars follow their own learned algorithms ignoring human driving
habits. Thus, digital selves need to balance the collective perspective of humans
and trans-humans. Until recently, we designed human-centric AI systems. For the
future, we will probably need humanity-inspired AI systems incorporating cultural
norms, values, beliefs, and all emotional aspects of human life, so that humans and
digital selves can coexist. From this, expectation follows that humans and digital
selves represent each other’s context which may require representation and inter-
vention in the course of adaptation and collaborative action.
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Chapter 7
Emotional Modeling with Spatial Games

Elster (1996) argues that social norms play a role in the generation of emotions.
Indeed, emotions are regulated by social norms. Appraisal theory (Frijda, 1986;
Lazarus, 1991) explains the role of social norms in the generation and regulation of
emotions.

The theory argues that emotion arises from the appraisal process and from the
subsequent coping process. During the appraisal process, a person assesses his/her
relationship with the environment. Several so-called appraisal variables are individ-
ually calculated. The variables serve as an intermediate description of the person-
environment relationship. Coping determines how people respond to the appraised
significance of events. Problem-focused coping strategies attempt to change the
environment, whereas emotion-focused coping strategies alter the mental stance.

The effect of both strategies is a change in a person’s interpretation of his/her
relationship with the environment. Staller and Petta (2001) integrated an appraisal
process into their Tabasco architecture. By using SOAR as a vehicle, Gratch et al.
(2006) provided a model of the processes underlying cognitive appraisal. Both
approaches are based on a rule-based paradigm. The developers admit that the
largest deficiency of their model concerns the impoverished social reasoning.

Jealousy has not been modeled explicitly by other researchers. They have focused
on other emotions so far (Picard, 1997; Castelfranchi, 2000).

We model jealousy as one single variable by using a game theoretical approach.
We assume that this single variable has been generated either from an antecedent
appraisal process or it is given a value which can continuously change in a simula-
tion process. Our agents only comprise one learning function. They are not modeling
mind on an individualistic micro-level as demanded by Castelfranchi (2006). How-
ever, in Chap. 4, we do present a generic layered incremental architecture, so that the
impact of several parallel emerging emotions to collective behavior can be simu-
lated. Game theory, as explained in one of the previous chapters, is well suited to
model the intra-relationships between agents.

Emotions play a big role during cooperation. Jealousy seems to play a special role
(Barachini, 2015; Brockner, 1988; Pelham & Swann, 1989; Rydell & Bringle,
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2007). Just during the COVID-19 pandemic crisis where common goods, such as
vaccines, are rare for some parties, we witness a struggle between different social
groups and even nations. Jealousy is the main driver in such socioeconomic con-
flicts. We investigate the impact of jealousy on cooperation, and we simulate the
deterministic evolutionary dynamics of populations which are arranged in a lattice.

We concentrate our effort on the question how jealous agents can invade
co-operators and vice versa. In this context, we are interested about the impact of
rewards to the behavior of agents. We show how complex emergent patterns are
generated in certain parameter regions, when spatial cooperation in finite
populations is applied.

7.1 The Notion of Jealousy

Cooperation through information sharing is substantially influenced by an individ-
ual’s level of jealousy. This concept so far has been discussed most often in the
context of close relationships. This emotion also plays an important role in the work
context. The loss or merely the perceived threat of a loss involves the perception of a
rival’s intrusion. This rival has the potential to reduce one’s self-esteem or under-
mine a valued relationship. It is hence a characteristic of jealousy that it is triadic,
involving the focal individual, the rival, and the valued target person.

Rydell and Bringle (2007) distinguish two types of jealousy. Reactive jealousy
refers to the emotional components of jealousy. Suspicious jealousy contains cog-
nitive and behavioral components. They argue that manifestations and antecedents
differ for these two types. Specifically, reactive jealousy that occurs after a major
jealousy-evoking event and is thus more closely related to exogenous factors appears
to be positively related to trust and negatively related to chronic jealousy. However,
suspicious jealousy that occurs before major jealousy-evoking events have occurred
is more closely related to endogenous factors and is positively associated with
insecurity and chronic jealousy and negatively associated with self-esteem, i.e., an
individual’s self-evaluation of its own competencies (Rosenberg, 1965), including
an affective component of liking itself (Pelham& Swann, 1989). It has been found to
positively influence employee attitudes, such as job satisfaction, motivation, and
performance (Brockner, 1988).

We assume that suspicious jealousy plays an important role in collaboration by
mediating the relationship between self-esteem and the willingness to share knowl-
edge with a person who is a potential rival such that the less self-esteem an individual
has, the more they may show suspicious jealousy toward potential rivals, and the less
they will be willing to share their knowledge with those. Reactive jealousy, in turn,
may negatively influence cooperative behavior only after the occurrence of an event
that has evoked an individual’s jealousy.

In our simulations, we investigate suspicious jealousy for two reasons. Firstly, it
is easy to implement because we use simple matrices for payoff calculations, and
secondly, reactive jealousy would impose much more complexity, since we would
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have to construct specific artificial social injustice examples. However, in real life,
reactive jealousy is much better identifiable than suspicious jealousy. Reactive
jealousy can easily be detected due to its exogenous nature. The detection of
suspicious jealousy needs deeper psychological investigations.

7.2 Cooperation Methods and Modeling: State of the Art

Cooperation implies that a donor pays a cost and a recipient gets a benefit in the short
term. In the long term, the relation should be balanced. However, cooperation is
always vulnerable to exploitation by defectors. Researchers identified well-
established cooperation rules, such as kin selection and related schemes (Hamilton,
1964a, 1964b, 1996, 2001), graph and group selection and related schemes (Ohtsuki
& Iwasa, 2004), indirect reciprocity, and spatial evolutionary game theory. Among
others, punishment and cooperation were investigated by Sigmund et al. (2001) with
prisoner’s dilemma games.

In practice, most of the updating procedures in prisoner’s dilemma games
(Rapoport, 1999) use short memory strategies that utilize only the recent history of
previous interactions. Li and Kendall (2014) prove that longer memory strategies
outperform shorter memory strategies statistically in the sense of evolutionary
stability. In another recent publication, Lu et al. (2018) show that long memory
effects can change the cooperation behavior in the spatial prisoner’s dilemma game.
Chen et al. (2016) studied the impact of reputation on evolutionary cooperation.
Both approaches apply Fermi rules for the updating procedures and belong to the
class of long-term memory strategies.

However, Conte et al. (1999) proved that prisoner’s dilemma games (Axelrod,
1984) cannot account for a theory of cooperation, since bargaining is not possible.
Therefore, in a previous research, we applied an inter-disciplinary approach based on
the business transaction theory of Barachini (2007), which will be explained in
Chap. 5 in detail. We underpin the theory in a broad industry survey (150 European
companies, 3 countries) (Barachini, 2009). Similar to Akerlof (1970), Spence
(1973), and Stiglitz (1975), the theory is based on the idea that information is
asymmetric in its nature.

Although Conte et al. criticized the approach of using prisoner’s dilemma games
because bargaining is not possible, we apply a game theoretical approach based on a
short-term memory strategy. We compare this deterministic spatial approach with
the stochastic one in Chap. 5.
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7.3 Methodology

In the stochastic approach, members of a population meet each other randomly. In
the spatial approach, members of a population are arranged in a two- or higher-
dimensional array. In each round, every individual agent, represented by a cell, plays
a game with its immediate neighbors. After the game, each cell is occupied by its
original owner or by one of the neighbors, depending on who scored the highest
payoff in that round.

On a spatial multi-dimensional grid, each agent occupies a position on the grid,
the cell, and interacts with all of its neighbors. In normal life, an agent can select
from an infinite number of strategies. In a deterministic spatial game, each agent
adopts the strategy with the highest payoff in its neighborhood. The agents are
updated in synchrony.

The fate of a cell depends on its own strategy, the strategy of its neighbors, and
the strategy of their neighbors. If we consider a three-dimensional cube containing
5 � 5 mini cubes per surface, and we observe the inner cube, then the fate of this
inner cube depends on its own strategy, the strategies of its 26 neighbors (3*3*3�1),
and the strategies of their 98 neighbors (the outer layer of the 5*5*5 cube). Thus,
125 cells in total determine what will happen to the inner cell of a cube.

To make it easier for the reader, we show experiments with two-dimensional
arrays only. In this case, each cell has eight direct neighbors because we apply the
Moore neighborhood. Thus, 25 cells in total determine what will happen to a cell. To
repeat, an agent represented by a cell will retain its current strategy, if it has a higher
payoff than all of its neighbors. Otherwise, the agent will adopt the strategy of that
neighbor with the highest payoff. We have to admit that in the simulated environ-
ment, we have perfect knowledge about the characteristics of an agent. In real life,
that sort of information is difficult to discover. For the software implementation, we
used an external module known as “VirtualLabs,” which is publicly available at the
University of Vienna (https://www.univie.ac.at/virtuallabs/).

In our examples, we simulate agents with only three characteristics. That means
an agent can choose between three strategies. We have defectors (D), co-operators
(C), and conditional co-operators (CC). The latter represent jealous co-operators.
The level of jealousy is determined by α respectively by γ of the payoff matrix in
Fig. 6.1. Both values vary between 0 and 1. The higher both values are, the higher
the probability of cooperation, and the lower the jealousy factor. Consequently, an
agent can choose between the three strategies C, D, and CC. The numbers in the
following payoff matrices preceding the colon represent the payoff given to the line
player, and the numbers after the colon represent the payoff given to the column
player.

The payoff matrix of Fig. 7.1 can be interpreted as follows: If two co-operators
interact, then both receive one point. If a defector meets a co-operator, the defector
gets a payoff a > 1, and the co-operator gets the payoff 0. The interaction between
two defectors leads to a very small positive payoff ε, for both. If a co-operator meets
a conditional co-operator, then the co-operator gets payoffs between 0 and 1, and the
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conditional co-operator gets payoffs between 1 and a, with a >1. If a conditional
co-operator meets a defector, then the conditional co-operator gets payoffs between
0 and ε, and the defector gets payoffs between ε and a. When two conditional
co-operators meet, then they both have a payoff range in between 0 and a, a > 1.

The distribution of the rewards of the agents correlates to the prisoner’s dilemma
in which two agents try to maximize their payoffs by cooperating with or betraying
the other agent (Rapoport, 1999). As discovered by the biologists Maynard-Smith
and Price (1973), such distributions are also a common phenomenon in the logic of
animal conflicts.

In case of setting α to 1 or 0 and setting γ to 1 or 0, we get the simple matrix
consisting only of co-operators (C) and defectors (D). Since we simulate jealousy by
the parameters α and γ, more jealousy means less cooperation, we have to keep the
matrix above, but for simplicity we choose to set ε! 0. In fact, this simplification of
the matrix in Fig. 7.1 yields the matrix of Fig. 7.2, which represents a prisoner’s
dilemma. To explore different evolutions of populations, we vary the parameters a,
α, and γ. We perform our experiments by investigating suspicious jealousy only,
because we would have to construct specific artificial social injustice examples, so
that reactive jealousy could be investigated. This would make our simulations even
more complex.

As explained, modeling of suspicious jealousy in the deterministic spatial
approach is performed by varying the parameters α and γ. Since their values vary
in between 0 and 1 with a> 1, this is a large mathematical space, and our simulation
results fill more than thousand books. Therefore, we present an extract of all possible
outcomes by discussing some interesting parameter regions, especially those which
are represented by an iterated prisoner’s dilemma (IPD). In the IPD game, two agents
choose their mutual strategy repeatedly. They also have memory of their previous

C D CC
C 1, 1 0, a
D a, 0 ε, ε
CC α + (1-α)a, α (1-α)ε, αa + (1-α)ε

γα +(1-γ)αa +(1-α)(1-γ)ε
(1-α)(1-γ)ε,
γα + (1-α)γa +
γa + (1-γ)ε, (1-γ)ε
γ, γ + (1-γ)a

Fig. 7.1 Payoff matrix

C D CC
C 1, 1 0, a
D a, 0 0, 0 γa , 0
CC 0, αa α + (1-α)a, α

γ, γ + (1-γ)a

γα + (1-α)γa,
γα +(1-γ)αa

Fig. 7.2 Simplified payoff matrix
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behaviors and the behaviors of their opponents. The payoff matrix of Fig. 7.2 yields
an IPD only, if certain conditions are fulfilled.

As explained by Rapoport (1999) and Chong et al. (2007), the reward of the
co-operators, in our example the value 1, needs to be higher than half of the sum of
the sucker’s payoff and of the temptation value. In other words, “1 > (a + 0)/2” and
“1 > (α + (1�α) a + α)/2.” Thus, a < 2 and α < 1, respectively γ < 1. These
additional conditions exclude that the alternate strategy combinations “CD, DC, CD,
DC...” yield better results than continuous cooperation. These conditions are set to
prevent any incentive to alternate between cooperation and defection. In the subse-
quent simulations, we take these conditions into consideration. Therefore, our
examples are of type IPD.

Our update rules are based on deterministic dynamics. Each cell in the lattice is
given to whoever has the highest payoff in the direct neighborhood, and all cells are
updated in synchrony. This approach allows us to study the properties of determin-
istic spatial dynamics in discrete time. Although the fate of each cell is deterministic,
the overall population dynamics can be richer than in stochastic approaches.

We did not investigate asynchronous updating procedures, where if one cell is
chosen at random, its own payoff and the payoffs of all neighbors are determined.
Then the individual cell is updated. Asynchronous updating means overlapping
generations; synchronous updating means no overlapping generations. Asynchro-
nous updating introduces random choice. The synchronous approach will exactly
reproduce the population dynamics when repeated with the same initial conditions.

We are investigating the influence of jealousy on cooperation in a spatial IPD by
using a short memory updating procedure without statistical means. Subsequently,
we show under which conditions co-operators can invade defectors and vice versa.
Individual agents of the population are placed in a two-dimensional lattice. Through-
out the rest of part II of this book, we apply the matrix of Fig. 7.2 in order to calculate
the fate of the cells.

7.4 Co-operators Invaded by Defectors

We investigate the conditions for a single defector to invade a population of
co-operators. Note that a co-operator could be of type C (unconditional cooperation)
or CC (conditional cooperation, based on the level of suspicious jealousy).

Figure 7.3 shows the conditions for a single defector to invade a population of
jealous co-operators. We set the level of suspicious jealousy to 10%, which means
the cooperation levels of α and γ are set to 0.9. Based on the payoff matrix from
Fig. 7.2, we can evaluate the payoff of the single defector (red cell). The single
defector is surrounded by eight jealous co-operators (blue cells). Therefore, the
payoff of the defector is eight times the D-CC combination (8 � γ � a) plus one
D-D combination. Since the D-D combination yields 0, we get 8 � 0.9 � a ¼ 7.2 a.
Therefore, the red cell has payoff 7.2 a.
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The value of the blue cell above the red cell is calculated as follows: the blue cell
above the red cell is a jealous co-operator, and it is surrounded by seven other blue
cells and one red cell. Therefore, the payoff of the jealous co-operator is seven times
the CC-CC combination [7 � (0.9 � 0.9 + 0.1 � 0.9 � a)] plus one CC-D
combination. Since the CC-D combination yields 0, we get “5.67 + 0.63 a” for
this blue cell. Similarly, all the other cells of Fig. 7.3 are filled in by using the payoff
matrix of Fig. 7.2.

If “7.2 a> 6.48 + 0.72 a,” which means a> 1, then the defector will take over all
its neighbor cells. This will then yield Fig. 7.4.

In Fig. 7.4, the central defector has a payoff of zero, and the rest is evaluated using
our payoff matrix from Fig. 7.2.

• The 9D square defector cells will turn into a single defector again, if “4.86
+ 0.54 a > 4.5 a.” Thus, if “1.22 > a,” then Fig. 7.4 will again turn into Fig. 7.3.

• The 9D square stays stable, if “6.48 + 0.32 a > 4.5 a > 5.67 + 0.63 a.” Thus, if
“1.71 > a > 1.46,” then the configuration of Fig. 7.4 will not change.

• There will be further growth of the 9D square, if “4.5 a > 6.48 + 0.32 a.” Thus, if
“a > 1.55,” we have further linear growth of the 9D square to a 25D square, and
so on, until eternity.

• Fig. 7.4 will turn into the cross of Fig. 7.5, if “5.67 + 0.63 a > 4.5 a > 4.86
+ 0.54 a.” Thus, if “1.46 > a > 1.22,” we get a cross, which will turn again into a
single defector of Fig. 7.3. In this case, we have a period two oscillator.

The above example is only one of many million, and it shows one deterministic
pattern. Many more deterministic patterns have been observed. We also simulated
jealous co-operators invading defectors. It is strongly dependent on the value of a
(the reward) and the values of γ and α, whether the world is dominated by defectors

6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 7,2 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a

Fig. 7.3 Payoffs of a single defector cell and of the surrounded jealous co-operator cells

6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 4,86 + 0,54a 4,05 + 0,45 a 4,86 + 0,54 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 4,86 + 0,54 a 4,5 a 2,7 a 4,5 a 4,86 + 0,54 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 2,7 a 0 2,7 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 4,86 + 0,84 a 4,5 a 2,7 a 4,5 a 4,86 + 0,84 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 4,86 + 0,54 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 4,86 + 0,54 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a 6,48 + 0,72 a  

Fig. 7.4 9D square
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or by co-operators or whether there is a dynamic balance. In certain parameter
regions, the abundance of jealous co-operators depends on the starting configuration
of the grid. In other parameter regions, the frequency of co-operators is almost
constant, especially in very large arrays.

The simulations are all based on finite automata. There is one very interesting
constellation, where dynamic kaleidoscopes and fractals are generated. The initial
conditions for these kaleidoscopes are shown in Fig. 7.6.

• If “4.5 a > 6.48 + 0.72 a,” then defectors win at corners. That means a > 1.71.
• If “2.7 a< 4.05 + 0.45 a,” then jealous co-operators win along lines. That means a

< 1.8.
• Thus, if “1.8 > a > 1.71,” then we have a clash of extremes.

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the fractals after 124 and after 128 rounds for the
parameter a, using a jealousy factor of 10% for each co-operator on a 128 � 128
spatial grid. We started with a single defector.

Only by coloring the grid, the pattern can be optically observed:

• Yellow is a defector that was a jealous co-operator in the previous round.
• Green is a jealous co-operator that was a defector in the previous round.
• Red is a defector that was a defector in the previous round.
• Blue is a jealous co-operator that was a jealous co-operator in the previous round.

In Figs. 7.7 and 7.8, the fractals repeat themselves at the power of 2. It can be
observed that the number of defectors converges toward 2/3. This can be observed
after many thousand rounds. The jealous co-operators cannot be totally invaded by
defectors in this case.

 

6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a
5,67 + 0,43 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 4,5 a 4,5 + 0,45 a 5,67 + 0,63 a
5,67 + 0,63 a 4,5 a 3,6 a 4,5 a 5,67 + 0,63 a
5,67 + 0,63 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 4,5 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 5,67 + 0,63 a
6,48 + 0,72 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 4,05 + 0,45 a 5,67 + 0,63 a 6,48 + 0,72 a

 

Fig. 7.5 Cross

6,48 + 0,72 a

4,05 + 8,45 a 4,86 + 0,54 a 5,67 + 0,63 a

2,7 a 4,5 a

0

 

Fig. 7.6 Conditions for fractals and kaleidoscopes
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7.5 Defectors Invaded by Co-operators

For “1.8> a> 1.71,”we show in Fig. 7.9 a fractal after 260 rounds, using a jealousy
factor of 50% for each co-operator. We used again a 128 � 128 spatial grid,
representing a population size of 16,384 cells. We started with a 9D block of
co-operators within defectors:

• White is a defector that was a jealous co-operator in the previous round.
• Blue is a jealous co-operator that was a defector in the previous round.
• Red is a defector that was a defector in the previous round.
• Dark is a jealous co-operator that was a jealous co-operator in the previous round.

In Fig. 7.9, the fractals repeat themselves at the power of 2. It can be observed that
the number of defectors converges toward 2/3. The defectors cannot be invaded by
jealous co-operators. With the given jealousy factor of 50% for each co-operator and
a reward range between 1.71 and 1.80, defectors cannot be invaded. Thus, the
strategy of the defectors is evolutionary stable. In terms of Maynard-Smith, both
special cases of Figs. 7.8 and 7.9 represent a cyclic evolutionary stable strategy
(ESS).

Fig. 7.7 Kaleidoscope after 124 update rounds
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7.6 Findings

In this chapter, we investigated update procedures based on deterministic dynamics,
in a spatial grid. If update rules are determined by deterministic dynamics, then we
can even produce fractals and kaleidoscopes, which repeat themselves at the power
of 2 and where all types of cells can find their place. Thus, jealous cells are not
eliminated under specific parameter conditions. This is a special case of equilibrium.

We conclude that under special constellations of the cells, the presented spatial
game theoretical approach has a high variety in dynamical behaviors. This variety
mainly depends on the payoff function, which is determined by the intensities of the
reward and of suspicious jealousy, and a very specific constellation of edge and line
cells in the grid. Whether less or more reward is needed depends on the jealousy
level. The parameter regions are shifted accordingly.

If the level of jealousy would be determinable in real life, then we could make
estimations of the collective behavior of groups, and even then, it could be chaotic.
But is a chaotic behavior dangerous for groups and their managers? Yes and no!
Kaleidoscopes indeed make the impression of chaos, but in the long run, the
numbers of co-operators and defectors stay balanced. In spite that jealous

Fig. 7.8 Kaleidoscope after 128 update rounds
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co-operators are switching continuously from one cell to the next, the equilibrium of
the group might not be endangered. Therefore, the other parameter regions could be
more relevant for real-life investigations, since they can tip populations completely,
as it was explained in Fig. 7.4 for the 9D square, when the reward is higher than 1.55.

We simulated suspicious jealousy by simply modifying the two parameters α and
γ. The level of jealousy and the amount of the reward influence social behavior and
group structures, as it has been shown in the colored pictures.

We suspect that behavior of humans in groups is still more complex, since beside
egoism, trust, and jealousy, additional emotions, such as joy, fear, surprise, anger, or
anticipation, need to be considered. It is very hard to control emotions during
experiments with humans and to identify root-cause effects triggered by these
emotions. Moreover, in reality, it is probably impossible to identify people and
measure their exact levels of suspicious jealousy. This type of jealousy can be
regarded as a typical disease pattern. In order to establish unambiguous psycholog-
ical experiments with humans, all these facts need to be considered.

In real life, a mixture of stochastic and spatial interactions occurs. In highly
automated companies, with fixed defined processes and few customer contacts,
spatial internal interaction in the production line is probably dominant. In random

Fig. 7.9 Fractal after 256 update rounds
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crowds, stochastic interaction is dominant. If, for spatial interaction, we decide to
equip artificial agents with emotions such as jealousy, then the dynamic behavior of
the crowd will correlate with the emergent presented patterns.

In the next chapter, we model agent-based stochastic interactions. We present a
generic-layered architecture which is capable to model emotions such as jealousy,
joy, fear, surprise, anger, anticipation, etc. in parallel.

Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and
indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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Chapter 8
Agent-Based Stochastic Simulation
of Emotions

In this chapter, we model jealousy of agent-based stochastic interactions from a very
different perspective. We study the impact of jealousy to cooperation models by
using dynamic artificial agents and agent populations following combined charac-
teristics. We simulate a dynamic multi-player public goods game, and we use the
Business Transaction Theory (Barachini, 2007) as a basic layer for information
valuation.

Our approach enables us to simulate small to large populations in a short time,
and it enables flexibility in changing agent characteristics. The technical framework
is based on the Eclipse development environment. The artificial agents are
programmed in Java.

Since we simulate human properties, we need to understand the basic character-
istics of cooperation. In knowledge management, exchange and sharing are the
activities that characterize knowledge-driven collectives. More precisely, when we
talk about exchange and sharing, we talk about information transfer between
humans.

Since repeated prisoner’s dilemma games fall short for modeling truly coopera-
tive behavior (Conte et al., 1999) because the possibility of bargaining is inexistent,
we use, in addition to evolutionary game theory, artificial agents for social simula-
tion. The approach combines the advantages of several disciplines, namely, artificial
intelligence, psychology, and economy.

8.1 The Economic Perspective of Communication

In cooperation, a donor pays a cost and a recipient gets a benefit. However,
cooperation is always vulnerable to exploitation by defectors. Researchers identified
well-established cooperation rules, such as kin selection and related schemas (Ham-
ilton 1964a, 1964b, 1996, 2001), graph and group selection and related schemas
(Ohtsuki & Iwasa, 2004), indirect reciprocity, and spatial evolutionary game theory.
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Among others, punishment and cooperation were investigated by Sigmund et al.
(2001). As explained above, Conte et al. (1999) proved that prisoner’s dilemma
games cannot account for a theory of cooperation since bargaining is not possible.

The research results gathered from the different disciplines encourage the appli-
cation of an inter-disciplinary approach. To investigate cooperation methods from an
information economics perspective, we developed the Business Transaction Theory,
which relates information exchange to modern portfolio theory. We underpin the
theory in a broad industry survey (150 European companies, 3 countries) published
in JKM (Barachini, 2009). Similar to Akerlof (1970), Spence (1973), and Stiglitz
(1975), the theory is based on the idea that information is asymmetric in its nature.

Akerlof (1970) experimented with car markets and the asymmetric information
situation between the seller, who knows everything about the car, and the buyer, who
knows only what the seller has told him. The fact that the potential buyer is aware of
his lack of information leads to the default assumption of the buyer that the used car
is a “lemon” (a car of low quality). Therefore, the potential buyer will always bargain
for a lower price, which drives high-quality cars out of the market so that finally only
“lemons” will be offered. This process is called “adverse selection.” Akerlof
observed that this effect can be weakened by factors such as “repeated sales” and
“reputation,” which, however, is less true for the insurance, labor, and credit
markets. Spence’s job market studies (Spence, 1973) yielded similar results.

Stiglitz took the work of Spence as a basis and focused especially on the
insurance market. He introduced the concept of “screening,”which is a self-selection
mechanism, where agents are offered a variety of contracts. The selections done by
the agents lead to a revelation of their risk level, as risk averse agents tend to choose
contracts which charge lower premiums, but higher deductibles. According to
Stiglitz, the Pareto-optimal outcome would be a full screening that identifies each
agent’s true capabilities, but it cannot be seen as market equilibrium due to missing
sustainability.

The theories of Akerlof, Spence, and Stiglitz focus on specific markets. Market
participants exploit asymmetric information to gain profits. The market of the
Business Transaction Theory is characterized by information itself. No specific
market is necessary. Thus, it is the basic underlying information exchange mecha-
nism between humans that is characterized by the Business Transaction Theory,
independent from any specified markets. We apply this theory as the basic commu-
nication mechanism also for agents.

8.2 Business Transaction Theory

The Business Transaction Theory defines two types of information exchange: Type-
1 is the immediate exchange of information in both directions. Thus, donor and
recipient both provide information. This type of duplex information provision can be
mapped to over-the-counter (OTC) businesses of banks. The difference to the well-
known OTC business is that there are no intermediaries involved such as dealers and
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brokers because the so-called information market is generated implicitly in the minds
of the parties involved.

Type-2 of information exchange is more complicated because information flow is
unidirectional at first. This is the case when we offer information to individuals in the
hope to get even more valuable information back some day in the future. Type-2 of
information exchange can be mapped to options.

In the investment world (Sharpe et al., 1995), an option is a type of contract
between two people where one person, the writer, grants the other person, the buyer,
the right to buy a specific asset at a specific price within a specific time. Alterna-
tively, the contract may grant the other person the right to sell a specific asset. The
variety of contracts containing an option feature is enormous.

Type-2 of information exchange can be mapped to the call option for stocks. It
gives the buyer the right to buy a specific number of shares of a specific company
from the option writer at a specific purchase price at any time1 up to a specific date.
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the profit and loss (P&L) graphs of a buyer and a seller.
The buyer of a call option will have to pay the writer a premium in order to get the
writer to sign the contract. The fair value of an option can be evaluated using the
binomial option pricing model or the more recent method by Black-Scholes
(in Sharpe et al., 1995):

Fair value ¼ N d1ð Þ � Ps� E� N d2ð Þ=eRT

PROFIT

200
0

LOSS

Value of Premium (Information)

Price of Stock
(Information) at Expiration

Fig. 8.1 P&L graph for “buy a call”

1For US options only.
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where:

d1: (ln(Ps/E) + (R + 0.5 σ2)T)/σ � sqrt(T)
d2: d1 � σ � sqrt(T)
Ps: Current market price of underlying stock
E: Exercise price of option
N: Normal
R: Compound risk-free rate of return
σ: Risk of the underlying stock
sqrt: Square root
T: Time remaining until expiration

Figure 8.1 relates the value of a call option with an exercise price of 200 to the
price of the underlying stock of expiration. If the stock price is below 200, the option
will be worthless when it expires. In this case, the writer will gain (see Fig. 8.2) the
premium. If the price is above 200, the option can be exercised for 200 to obtain a
security with a greater value, resulting in a net gain to the option buyer that will equal
the difference between the securities market price and the 200-exercise price.
However, margin requirements, commission payments, and other market-making
activities make the procedure more complicated in practice.

In the Business Transaction Theory, Type-2 of information exchange means that
one person (the buyer) provides information and hopes to get even more valuable
information in the future (see Figs. 8.1 and 8.2). The information offered to the writer
has some value—the premium. The buyer hopes to get back another type of
information that is at least as valuable as the premium. Thus, the underlying traded
goods are not stocks, but information.

In the case of the classical stock market, the Black-Scholes formula is based on
statistics, the exercise price is known, the risk of the underlying common stock can
be evaluated, and the option has a well-defined expiration date.2

LOSS

PROFIT

0
200

Value of Premium (Information)

Price of Stock (Information) at Expiration

Fig. 8.2 P&L graph for “write a call”

2This is true for European options—US options can be exercised arbitrarily.
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In the case of information brokerage, it is more difficult to evaluate a fair price for
a piece of information since we do not even know the value of the underlying good
because it is an unknown piece of information which might, or might not, be offered
by the writer sometime in the future. In the Black-Scholes formula, the current
market price of the underlying stock can be evaluated. In contrast, no objective
evaluation can be performed for information generated by humans since information
is always evaluated subjectively. The evaluation function might even be similar, but
due to differing context knowledge, the same piece of information may still be
evaluated differently on an individual basis. Therefore, statistics as in the Black-
Scholes formula cannot be applied immediately in the Business Transaction Theory,
since Ps, E, R, and σ now represent subjectively assessed values.

The parameter T is indeterminable since it is not known when or even whether at
all valuable information will be received in the future. As a consequence, all
parameters have to be simulated in a scientific environment so that the value of the
information transferred between agents could be evaluated. Additionally, the social
behavior of agents reacting to information needs to be modeled.

8.3 Modeling Approach

We combine cognitive models of social agents with evolutionary game theory. As
the basic information exchange mechanism between agents, we use business trans-
actions. In this section, we describe the implementation of the business transaction
layer, the research design for simulating jealousy, and the structure of the
framework.

8.3.1 Implementation of the Business Transaction Layer

We simulate cooperative behaviors of finite populations by simulating the Black-
Scholes parameters and by using payoff matrices as they are used in evolutionary
game theory. The latter is used to evaluate certain states, i.e., goals of individual
agents and crowds; the former is used to simulate the dynamical changing utility of
information that is exchanged between agents. For calculating the Black-Scholes
parameters, we propose the following procedures:

As explained in the previous section, the utility of information must be calculated
or estimated. For communities of practice (CoPs) which are established on the web,
Schmidt (2000) proposes two practical approaches in his experiments. He introduces
the term “Knowledge Euro” for his approaches. One approach allows the informa-
tion provider to simply fix a price before the information is delivered. The other
leaves it up to the receiver to judge the value of the information. In the latter case, it is
up to the receiver to pay a price on a donation basis. In this way, we also consider
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bargaining, which cannot be modeled in repeated prisoner’s dilemma games (Conte
et al., 1999).

We propose to calculate the Black-Scholes parameters in the following way:

Ps: The utility of the current market price of underlying information, a future value,
can be fixed by the receiver (donation basis).

E: The utility of the exercise price can be fixed by the provider (writer).
T: The time whether and when both agents meet in the future can be simulated

through different models, i.e., by simulating a Poisson distribution for meetings.
If no meeting takes place at time T, then the call is not exercised (information
provision is not reciprocated).

R: The compound risk-free rate can be set to a constant parameter.
σ: The risk of the underlying information can be simulated in different ways.

We can simulate closed marketplaces, where prices behave according to certain
functions (logarithmic, linear, scattered, etc.), or we memorize prices fixed by
information producers and receivers on donation basis and calculate the variance
of these historical data.

Another possibility is the direct calculation of the so-called implicit volatility.
This can be achieved in the following way: We put the current market price of the
information (either determined by buyer or writer) on the left-hand side of the Black-
Scholes formula. Next, all the other factors, except σ, are entered on the right-hand
side, and a value for σ, the only unknown variable, is found. This value denotes the
implicit volatility of information.

Implicit volatility may be explained in a simple example on a monetary basis: If
we assume that the risk-free rate is 6% and that a 6-month call option with an
exercise price of 40 € (the writer’s estimated utility of future information) sells for
4 € (utility of buyer’s information), then the price of the underlying good is 36 € (the
writer’s real utility of future information). Different estimates of σ can be plugged
into the right-hand side of the Black-Scholes formula, until a value of 4 € is
achieved. In this example, an estimated value of .4 (40%) for σ will result in a
number for the right-hand side of the Black-Scholes formula that is equal to 4 €, the
current market price of the call option (the utility of the information provided by the
option buyer) that is on the left-hand side. In this example, σ can be estimated for a
6-month option not only for an exercise price of 40 € but also for higher or lower
exercise prices. Following Sharpe et al. (1995), after sampling σ values over a
sufficiently large range of exercise prices, we can calculate a best estimate for σ as
average over these values.

By using payoff matrices similar as described in Chap. 4 and the above-described
parameter calculations, the value of an individual’s payoff is dependent on the
achievement of its goals which in turn can be interpreted as an indicator of its
fitness. The same holds for groups.

We simulate the parameters of the Black and Scholes formula as explained above,
and we use the Business Transaction Theory (BTT) as the basic evaluation mech-
anism for rating the information that is exchanged in between artificial agents
constituting finite populations of different sizes.
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One of the major goals of economic theory has been to explain how cooperation
among individuals can happen in a decentralized setting. It was thought that con-
tracts between individuals could suffice to steer their behavior. But the assumption
that a contract could completely specify all relevant aspects of a relationship and
could be enforced at zero costs to the exchanging parties is not applicable to many
forms of cooperation.

Explicit contracts, economic institutions, and also individuals depend on incen-
tive mechanisms involving strategic interaction. However, some research results
show that incentives sometimes undermine moral sentiments (Bowles, 2008) and
need to be introduced very carefully. Therefore, we concentrate our research toward
incentive mechanisms and their use with respect to jealousy. Our agents are able to
learn using reinforcement and evolutionary adaptation and therefore can change their
behavior so that they can achieve individual or collective goals. We play several
rounds with different group size and agent characteristics of a specific multi-player
public goods game “establish homes” and evaluate the results with payoff matrices
as described in Chap. 4.

An individual agent will exert a significant influence to the other agent’s coop-
erative behavior, in particular on their knowledge-sharing behavior. The more agent
characteristics we have, the better we can simulate reality. However, we need to
reduce complexity in order to keep our experiments tractable. Therefore, we use
jealousy only in a first step. The intensity of jealousy is dynamically changed during
the game playing process. The dynamic adaption depends on the success or failure to
reach group goals and on incentives such as praise and blame which are optionally
injected into the public goods game “establish homes” described subsequently.

8.3.2 Research Design for Jealousy

We model a dynamic multi-player public goods game with a finite population. From
one round to the next, we monitor the agent characteristics. The agent characteristics
are modified from one round to the next according to specific rules, such as haploid
reproduction,3 or according to reinforced coordination strategies.4

Similar to the simulations in Chap. 4, we assume a population of unconditional
co-operators, conditional (jealous) co-operators, and egoist agents.5 Consider a
population in which agents can live and work alone or in groups. By the fitness of
an agent, we mean the expected accumulated knowledge calculated with the

3As used in biology for inheritance.
4A coordination strategy is successful the better the goals could be achieved in previous rounds
(higher payoffs).
5Alternatively, we can start with unconditional cooperators only and then let dynamically evolve
the other two types out of them, dependent on strategies learned in previous rounds during the game.
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business transaction function (Black-Scholes) during one round minus the probabil-
ity that the agent leaves the group.

Agents can also cooperate on a conditional or unconditional basis in a group, each
producing an amount b at cost c. All benefits and costs are expressed in fitness units,
as calculated by the business transaction function. We assume that the output of a
group is shared equally by all members, so if all agents cooperate, each has a net
group fitness benefit b � c > 0.

Groups consist of three types of actors. The first type, whom we call jealous
co-operators, works conditionally and cooperates until a certain level of fitness is
reached in their counterparts. The second type, whom we call egoists, maximizes
fitness. They work and cooperate only to the extent that the expected fitness cost
exceeds the expected cost of defecting. The third type, whom we call co-operators,
works unconditionally, and they always cooperate (high agreeability). The agent
types can change dynamically from round to round.

Agents change their type with probability 1� ß from one round to the next. With
probability ß/2, an agent takes on each of the other two types. We call ß the rate of
change.6 Also, with probability 1 � ß, egoistic agents inherit the estimate of s > 0
(the cost of being eliminated or isolated in the group because of excessive egoism)
from the previous round. With probability ß, an agent in the next round is a mutant
whose s is drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Thus, s is an endogenous
variable.

Jealous co-operators mutate to egoists as soon as they meet agents with suffi-
ciently high accumulated fitness. Suppose an egoist agent defects (i.e., does not work
or only gathers information) a fraction Ss of the time, so the average rate of defecting
is given by S ¼ (1 – P*fj � fc)*Ss, where fj is the fraction of the group, which
consists of jealous co-operators, fc is the fraction consisting of co-operators, and P is
the probability that a jealous agent cooperates. The fitness value of the group output
is n*(1 � S)*b, where n is the size of the group.

Since output is shared equally, each member receives (1 � S)*b. The loss to the
group from an egoist defecting is b*Ss. The fitness cost of the working function,
which can be written as D(Os), where Os ¼ 1 � Ss, is increasing and convex in its
argument. Expending effort always benefits the group more than it costs the workers,
so Os*b > D(Os) for Ss (0, 1]. Thus, at every level of effort, Os, working and
cooperating helps the group more than it hurts the worker and co-operator.

Further, we assume that the cost of effort function is such that in the absence of
jealous co-operators, members face a public goods problem (i.e., an n-player pris-
oner’s dilemma), in which the dominant strategy is to contribute very little or
nothing. We model jealousy as follows. The fitness cost of a conditional
co-operator to detect egoists is Cp > 0. A member defecting at rate Ss will not be
selected for cooperation with probability fj*Ss. Egoist agents, given their individual

6The rate of change will be normally determined by the fulfillment of goals in previous rounds
calculated with payoff matrices, but in order to keep the example easy understandable, we assume a
simple change rate.
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assessment s of the cost of being ignored, and with the knowledge that there is a
fraction fj of jealous agents in their group, choose a level of defecting, Ss, to
maximize expected fitness. Writing down the expected fitness cost of working,
FCW (Ss), as the cost of effort plus the expected cost of being ignored, plus the
agent’s share in the loss of output associated with one’s own defection, we get FCW
(Ss) ¼ D(1 � Ss) + s*fj*Ss + Ss*b/n. Then, egoist agents select Ss, the value which
minimizes the fitness cost of working (FCW).

The expected contribution of each group member to the group’s population in the
next round is equal to the member’s fitness minus (for the egoist agent) the
likelihood of defection. Different kinds of incentives may be imposed per round
on individual agents or on complete groups if more than one group is simulated.
However, research results show that incentives may undermine moral sentiments
and therefore are producing worse group results as if they would not have been
imposed (Falk & Kosfeld, 2006). Both argue that “control aversion”may be a reason
that incentives degrade performance. Fehr and Rockenbach (2003) argued that even
if incentives reduce the total gains of a group, their use may give the principal a
sufficient large slice of the smaller pie to motivate the principal to use them.

By positive incentives, we simply mean the donation of additional scores to the
agent in a multi-player public goods game, in reality praise for cooperation. An
agent’s goal might be to establish a house for himself. He gets a certain amount of
scores for reaching the goal. On the other hand, he is getting scores when he helps
establish houses for others. The more houses established in the group, the fewer
scores the agent might get for his established house, but the more scores will be
distributed to the group. Negative incentives7 will reduce the distribution of scores to
individual agents or groups.

As a variation of the experiment “establish homes,” we would even be able to
impose “signals,” as defined by Spence (1973), so that agents can be distinguished
by their education level.8 According to our framework, we hope to simulate various
combinations of agent characteristics.

8.3.3 Framework

We can simulate jealousy in isolation, subsequently with signaling and incentive
injection. Inside the communication layer in between agents, we use implicit vola-
tility. Later, we can use linear functions. Utility of information is fixed by receiver
and provider. This approach shows a clear order of investigation from simple to

7Punishment, in reality blame for uncooperative behavior.
8Different education levels imply different information utilities since higher-skilled agents (people)
will deliver more reliable information (if they do not lie or pursue specific strategies).
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medium complexity9 inside the communication layer as well as in the higher level of
the experimental setting. Simulations of more complex agent characteristics might
be intractable.

On the highest level (Layer-3), we implement the agent characteristics agreeable-
ness, jealousy, power, and combinations thereof. Optionally, we can impose signal-
ing. On the second level (Layer-2), we implement knowledge payoff (fitness),
cooperation readiness (conditional and unconditional) with payoff matrices, and
agent-type modification functions (primitive learning). On the lowest level (Layer-
1), we implement BTT (see Fig. 8.3).

In its highest complexity, six parameters (jealousy, power, agreeableness, one
signaling type, positive incentive, negative incentive) can be simulated with three
different risk calculations of the underlying.

8.4 Results and Findings

We describe results for jealous and egoistic agents for the game “establishing
homes.” Three types of experimental settings which are exemplary for our investi-
gations are presented.

We started with a finite population of size 100, 1000, and 10,000. We limited our
experiments up to 10,000 rounds. From one round to the next, we monitor the
different agent populations incorporating the agent characteristics described above.
Agent characteristics were modified from one round to the next according to haploid
reproduction and simple learning mechanisms by modifying fitness as explained in
the previous chapters. In the communication layer of BTT, we apply implicit
volatility. We observed in all three settings that after 10,000 rounds and in case of
small population sizes even earlier, the population stabilized.

Simula on: jealousy, power, agreeableness, signals (op onal)

Layer-1

Basic func ons: payoff matrices, fitness, coopera on readiness

Communica on Layer for informa on exchange: BTT
func onality

Layer-2

Layer-3

Fig. 8.3 Layer model

9In its highest complexity, six parameters (jealousy, power, agreeableness, one signaling type,
positive incentive, negative incentive) can be simulated with three risk calculations of the under-
lying information.
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First experiment: we assumed 90% unconditional co-operators, 9% jealous
co-operators, and 1% egoists as an initial setting. The group fitness at the end was
proportional to the group size. The distribution of egoists, jealous co-operators, and
unconditional co-operators stayed stable. This is a typical setting for an evolutionary
stable strategy (ESS).

Second experiment: we left the number of egoists with 1% but raised the jealous
co-operators up to 50%. We observed that the co-operators were extinguished first
and after that the jealous co-operators, and at the end, we ended up with egoists only.
Finally, the group fitness was much lower than in the first experiment.

Third experiment: same as the second experiment, but we added positive incen-
tives for cooperation in the sense that an agent got additional scores when helping its
neighbor building its house. We observed that jealous co-operators migrated to
unconditional co-operators. We ended up with slightly less than 1% egoists, and
the rest turned into unconditional co-operators. The jealous co-operators were
completely extinguished (see Fig. 8.4). The group fitness was proportional to the
group size and better than in the first experiment.

Analyzing Fig. 8.4, we observe that there is a convergence even in very large
populations. In this case, the system needs more rounds so that a stable state can be
reached. Note that stability is not always achievable. However, for the third type of
experiment, this was always the case. Therefore, we conclude that not only jealousy
but also egoism might be influenced to a certain extent when proper incentives are
applied. However, egoists seem to be much more robust toward incentives.

Incentives might have a big influence on jealousy and even on egoists. The results
are encouraging since they indicate that jealousy might be suppressed by applying
appropriate incentives. The results though seem to contradict Falk and Kosfeld’s
investigations (Falk & Kosfeld, 2006) who found that the morale of chiefs can be
undermined through incentives. In our examples, we experimented with groups
without hierarchies. Therefore, both experiments are not directly comparable.

The applicability of this result to human beings remains questionable since
jealousy is a complex property of human nature. It might easily happen that a jealous
person suppresses its behavior as long as gains from incentives outperform other
disadvantages. In the case of absence of incentives, this person might quickly switch
back to its old behavior pattern. This might especially be true for the suspicious
jealousy type of person.

In this chapter, we have simulated agent behavior based on stochastic interac-
tions. We found similar high variety in the dynamic behavior of agents as in the

egoists jealous coop. uncond. coop egoists jealous coop. uncond. coop. egoists jealous coop. uncond. coop.
Popula on Size

100 1 29 70 1 0 99 1 0 99
1000 10 439 551 9 389 602 9 0 991

10000 100 4890 5010 100 4681 5219 97 0 9903

100 rounds 500 rounds 10 000 rounds

Fig. 8.4 Third experiment
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spatial deterministic approach. The variety depends upon the different specific rules,
such as haploid reproduction, or different reinforced coordination strategies and on
payoff functions. In any case, it indicates clearly that emotional modeling is depen-
dent upon utility functions and implementation methods. We also did not expect
such a high variety in the dynamic behavior of agents in the spatial deterministic
approach. Originally, our intention to simulate human emotional behavior with
agents was driven by practical limits with human settings. In those settings, humans
often cheat, and therefore, the results are questionable. In any case, it can be
concluded that the outcome of the simulation of socio-cognitive properties including
emotion depends on the applied methodology.

Note that our simulations are based on exogenous parameters and we use game
theoretical approaches to analyze social behavior of agents. We are not able to
simulate emotions on intra-agent basis. In human brains, emotions and social
behavior are driven by bottom-up regulation systems. These systems are driven by
neurotransmitters on chemical basis such as dopamine, noradrenalin, or peptides
such as endorphins. Some of these transmitters are spread to a couple of neurons in
parallel in a diffuse way which is not yet completely understood.

Moreover, even if we could encode all secrets of the human brain, intelligent
digital agents simulating all known human properties and emotions simultaneously
(digital selves) might cause some intractable problems. Nevertheless, we try to show
in the next chapter under which preconditions digital selves might manage digitized
service chains.

Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and
indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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Part III
A Symbiosis

Here, we present a symbiosis of Parts I and II of this book. We show under which
preconditions digital selves might construct and produce digital twins as integrated
design elements in transhuman ecosystems. The chapters in this part are dedicated to
opportunities and modes of co-creating reflective socio-transhuman systems based
on digital twin models, exploring mutual control and continuous development.

The simulation examples of the spatial simulation presented in Part II of this book
previously represent examples for Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) since they
show unpredicted emergent patterns in certain parameter regions. Unfortunately,
such simulation applications act as stand-alone systems mastering specialized tasks.
The big question from the engineering point of view is how to consolidate
approaches from Parts I and II.

Structured engineering enables representing digital selves (humanoids) as CAS.
They help mastering service and production chains independent from any human
intervention. In this respect, System-of-Systems (SoS) design will play a major role
since it connects certain systems, such as humanoids, to a sequence of steps utilized
by machines which themselves constitute separate systems. Social simulations of
collective behavior need to be embedded in a SoS design, so that fully automated
service chains can be controlled by humanoids.

We think that subject orientation helps in SoS design and it might therefore
contribute to the implementation of intelligent autonomous service chains. In its last
consequence, digital selves might construct digital service chains even independent
from human intervention. In this respect, digital selves would have to adapt and learn
subject-oriented modeling so that they would not only be able to control but also to
adapt and design their individual service chains according to their specific needs.

We present the design-integrated engineering approach utilizing subject-oriented
modeling and execution and its shortcomings and desirable enhancements for the
realization of our visionary goals. By means of a simple example, we discuss issues
in designing, modeling, and deploying digital twins representing digital selves in
socioeconomic environments.



Chapter 9
System-of-Systems Thinking

Taking into account the continuous generative nature of socio-technical systems,
actor intentions and behavior, and, thus, relations may constantly change. We need
to delineate their nature, as being transactional, organic, or semi-organic, since they
lead to deep changes in the way we act and “produce” and finally affect behavior in
and of organizations and societies (Bonfour, 2016). As already discussed in Part I,
taking a CAS perspective enables delineation while preserving system thinking in
terms of networked but modular elements acting in parallel. In socio-technical
settings, these elements can be individuals, technical systems, or their features. As
CAS elements, they form and use internal models to anticipate the future, basing
current actions on expected outcomes. According to CAS theory, in CAS settings,
each element sends and receives signals in parallel, as the setting is constituted by
each element’s interactions with other elements. Actions are triggered upon other
elements’ signals. In this way, each element also adapts and, thus, evolves through
changes over time.

Self-regulation and self-management have become crucial assets in dynamically
changing settings. Self-organization of concerned system elements is considered key
in handling requirements for adaptation. However, for self-organization to happen,
actors need to have access to relevant information of a situation. Since the behavior
of autonomous actors cannot be predicted, some structure is required to guide
behavior management according to the understanding of actors and their capabilities
to change their situation individually.

From the interaction of the individual system elements arises some kind of global
property or pattern, something that could not have been predicted from understand-
ing each particular element. A typical emergent phenomenon is a momentum
stemming from an emergency handling actor when deciding upon a certain behavior,
such as contacting other actors for specific requests. Global properties result from the
aggregate behavior of individual elements.

Applying System-of-Systems (SoS) thinking is considered an effective way of
handling CAS, in particular when developing complex artifacts in a structured way
(Jamshidi, 2011). According to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
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(IEEE’s) Reliability Society, a system is “a group of interacting elements
(or subsystems) having an internal structure which links them into a unified whole.
The boundary of a system is to be defined, as well as the nature of the internal
structure linking its elements (physical, logical, etc.). Its essential properties are
autonomy, coherence, permanence, and organization” (IEEE-Reliability Society
Technical Committee on Systems of Systems, 2014).

A System-of-Systems (SoS) is a system that involves several systems “that are
operated independently but have to share the same space and somehow cooperate”
(ibid., p.2). As such, they have several properties in common: operational and
managerial independence, geographical distribution, emergent behavior, evolution-
ary development, and heterogeneity of constituent systems (ibid.). These properties
affect setting the boundaries of SoS and the internal behavior of SoS and, thus,
influence methodological SoS developments (Jaradat et al., 2014). SoS are distinct
with respect to:

• Autonomy where constituent systems within SoS can operate and function inde-
pendently and the capabilities of the SoS depend on this autonomy

• Belonging (integration), which implies that the constituent systems and their parts
have the option to integrate to enable SoS capabilities

• Connectivity between components and their environment
• Diversity (different perspectives and functions)
• Emergence (foreseen or unexpected) (ibid.)

Several structures and categorization schemes have been used when considering
complex systems as System-of-Systems, ranging from close coupling (systems
within systems) to loose coupling (assemblage of system). They constitute embodied
systems cooperating in an interoperable way (Weichhart et al., 2018), allowing for
the autonomous behavior of each system while contributing through collaboration
with other systems, in order to achieve the objective of the networked systems (SoS)
(Maier, 2014).

Referring to structural and dynamic complexity, structural complexity derives
from (1) heterogeneity of components across different technological domains due to
increased integration among systems and (2) scale and dimensionality of connectiv-
ity through a large number of components (nodes) highly interconnected by depen-
dences and interdependences. Dynamic complexity manifests through the
emergence of (unexpected) system behavior in response to changes in the environ-
mental and operational conditions of its components (IEEE-Reliability Society
Technical Committee on Systems of Systems, 2014).

A typical technical SoS example is contextualized apps available on a
smartphone. Each of them can be considered as a system. When adjusting them
along a workflow, for example, to raise alert and guide a patient to the doctor, in case
certain thresholds with respect to medical conditions are reached for a specific user,
several of these systems, such as the blood pressure app, calendar app, and naviga-
tion app, need to be coordinated and aligned for personal healthcare, updating the
task manager of the involved users. In this case, the smartphone serves as SoS
carrier, supporting the patient-oriented redesign of the workflow and, thus, the SoS
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structure. The apps of the smartphone can still be used stand-alone, while the
smartphone serves as a communication infrastructure and provider of networked
healthcare-relevant subsystems. It is the latter property that qualifies the smartphone
as a carrier of an SoS.

When we project this concept on understanding complex ecosystem, system
elements can become aware of their capability to act autonomously while at the
same time being part of a bigger whole, namely, the business organization (or even
of several organizations). Awareness of active elements being part of a complex
system as a System-of-Systems is considered according to their specific roles in a
certain situation. Actors need to become aware of which System-of-Systems they are
part of (they can be part of various System-of-Systems). For instance, a digital self
can be part of a System-of-Systems consisting of two systems, with one role part of
system one and another role in another, larger system.
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Chapter 10
Provision of Information as Relational Task

In this section, we discuss a CAS modeling approach of ecosystems targeting the
pragmatic aspect when grasping a certain situation through semantic role modeling.
The approach enables SoS thinking and will be exemplified by a concrete case from
an institutional education. Shchedrovitsky (2014) in his analysis on the engineering
nature of organization, leadership, and management of work pinpointed to convey-
ing a specific meaning according to a situation and, thus, grasping situations
according to semantics (p. 42 ff):

What is ‘meaning’? It is a tricky question. Really, there isn’t any meaning. Meaning is a
phantom. But here’s the trick. I can say a sentence, like ‘The clock has fallen off the wall’ in
two situations with two completely different meanings: ‘The clock fell’ and ‘The clock fell.’
The change of accent corresponds to two fundamentally different situations. Imagine this:
when I am lecturing, I have got used to the fact that there is a clock here on the wall. At some
point, I turn, I see an empty space, and someone in the audience says, ‘The clock fell off the
wall.’ They might simply have said ‘it fell’ because, in this instance, the word ‘clock’ carries
no new information. I look at the clock, I have got used to it and everyone in the lecture hall
has got used to it. We look at that place and someone says ‘it fell off the wall’, and that
phrase provides new information.

But now imagine a different situation. I am giving a lecture and all of a sudden there is a
crash behind me. What has made it? I am told, ‘The clock fell off the wall.’ The situation is
entirely different because what is new in this instance is the message about the clock. I heard
something fall—that is a given—and I am told that it is the clock that fell. We pin this down
in terms of ‘subject’ and ‘predicate’ in their functional relationships: in the first case, the
clock is the subject, and in the second case the subject is the falling. We carry out syntactical
analysis and highlight a difference between the two oppositions ‘noun–adjective’ and
‘subject–predicate’. The distinction between subject and predicate is this: when we have a
text, the subject is what we are talking about and the predicate is the characteristic that we
ascribe to it. So when I hear any text, I understand it through an analysis: I work out what is
the subject. Why do I work it out? I relate it to the situation.

The subject might be an action. In an algorithm I always treat actions as items, to which
characteristics are ascribed. So I am always doing a particular sort of work: I parse the text
syntactically, identify its syntactical organisation, its predicate structure, and map this onto
the situation. This is a process of scanning, of relating the text to the situation. When you
understand my text now, you carry out this complex relational work. You are constantly
identifying what is being talked about and what I am saying about it. This is the standard
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work that goes on automatically, you understand what is being said to the extent that you can
find these objects and relate the text to them.

These paragraphs reveal several insights that are not only relevant when trying to
capture a situation at hand but also when aiming to represent or modeling it. Hence,
providing information needs to be considered a context-dependent process itself.
Simply by focusing on a specific part of a sentence, like shown above for “The clock
has fallen off the wall,” different meanings can be conveyed, and thus, different
situations and adjacent work practices could be revealed.

Shchedrovitsky considers ascribing meaning to a situation as relational work. It
requires an active entity identifying elements of concern (perceived) information can
be assigned to. When we think about selecting a specific meaning out of possible
meanings, the initial provision on information for an active system element or actor
can have significant influence on the subsequent behavior of this actor and all
relations (i.e., the entire system). Hence, in the following, we reflect on modeling
the ecosystem in terms of CAS actors using subject-oriented concepts (see Part I of
this book) to describe a perceived situation and their use for taking an actor
perspective which relates to the semantic and pragmatic quality of models.

We then provide some triggers to rethink how developers elicit and represent
situation-sensitive knowledge. A model of eliciting and structuring perceptual
knowledge of actors in a certain situation is proposed based on analyzing behavior
that could be used as blueprint for engineering digital selves. The model contains
several perspectives helping to structure individually perceived situational informa-
tion for further operation. Each perspective can be enriched with another one leading
to a cascade of perspectives, finally allowing to create digital behavior models.

10.1 Basic Model Generation

Entities in terms of networked active elements, termed subjects, act in parallel. Since
each of those actors or subjects can be described in terms of its behavior and has the
capability to exchange messages, a federated choreographic ecosystem is
established:

• Federation means a form or single unit, within which each actor or subject or
organization keeps some internal autonomy.

– This form or single unit identifies the perceived part of the world that is
considered relevant to describe a specific situation. It sets up the universe of
discourse or context space for representation and action.

– Keeping some internal autonomy at some point requires to be more concrete:
The “some” is dedicated to the level of abstraction considered representative
for the stakeholders or modelers, both with respect to functional or technical
activities and interaction or communication with other subjects.
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• Choreographic ecosystem refers to recognizing concurrent, however, synchro-
nized processes and activities

– In a community of interacting elements and their environment
– When considered as networked or interconnected system

According to this perspective, ecosystems operate as autonomous, concurrent
behaviors of distributed subsystems or actors. A subject is a behavioral role assumed
by some entity that is capable of performing actions. The entity can be a human, a
piece of software, a machine (e.g., a robot), a device (e.g., a sensor), or a combina-
tion of these, such as intelligent sensor systems.

Since subjects represent systems with a uniform structure, they can be used to
define federated systems or System-of-Systems (SoS), featuring autonomy, coher-
ence, permanence, and organization (cf. IEEE-Reliability Society Technical Com-
mittee on Systems of Systems, 2014). SoS subjects can execute local actions that do
not involve interacting with other subjects (e.g., a clock providing the time in a
classroom) and communicative actions that are concerned with exchanging mes-
sages between subjects, i.e., sending and receiving messages, e.g., triggering ringing
a tone. Figure 10.1 shows a set of federated systems or subjects, Clock, Facility
Management, and Clock Producer, that could be considered of relevance for “The
clock has fallen off the wall.” The directed links denote the interaction pattern for
message exchange.

As already mentioned, each setting or situation can be structured in subject-
oriented behavior modeling as a set of individual networked actors or systems,
such as facility devices, encoded in subject diagrams according to their communi-
cation with each other. Figure 10.2 shows the corresponding for that pattern (cf. Part
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I on behavior modeling). The rectangles denote the messages that the systems
exchange.

Figure 10.2 shows a Subject Interaction Diagram (SID). SIDs provide a global
view of a SoS, comprising the subjects involved and the messages they exchange.
The SID contains a maintenance support process. It comprises several actors (sub-
jects) involved in communication: the Facility Management coordinating all main-
tenance activities, a Clock Producer taking care of providing a working clock, and
the Clock providing scheduling support in classroom management. They exchange
messages in case of operational problems as shown along the links between the
subjects (rectangles).

Subject Behavior Diagrams (SBDs) provide a local view of the process from the
perspective of individual actors (subjects). They include sequences of states
representing local actions and communicative actions including sending messages
and receiving messages. Arrows represent state transitions, with labels indicating the
outcome of the preceding state (see Fig. 10.3). The part shown in the figure
represents a service request to the Clock Producer subject from the Facility Man-
agement subject.

Given these capabilities, representations are characterized by (1) a simple com-
munication protocol (using SIDs for an overview) and, thus, (2) standardized behav-
ior structures (enabled by send-receive pairs between SBDs), which (3) scale in
terms of complexity and scope. They enable CAS behavior pattern specification.

Subject-oriented models are designed to probe representations for operation: once
a SBD, e.g., the Facility Management subject, is instantiated, it has to be decided
(1) whether a human or a digital device (organizational implementation) and
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(2) which actual device is assigned to the subject, acting as technical subject carrier
(technical implementation). Typical subjects are devices and their process-specific
services, including smartphones, tablets, laptops, healthcare devices, etc. Subjects
can also be role carriers controlling or executing tasks. Both types of instantiations
can be supported by subject-oriented runtime engines. For a recent overview, see
Krenn et al. (2017). These engines provide services linked to some ICT
infrastructure.

Once the runtime engine is tightly coupled to model representations, ad hoc and
domain-specific requirements can be met dynamically. The situation-sensitive for-
mation of systems and their behavior architecture need to be validated before being
executed without further transformation. Hence, models can be adapted according to
the SoS their models are part of. In case of existing knowledge based on successful,
re-occurring patterns, e.g., for routine tasks, they could be integrated to improve the
overall process performance, e.g., including the processing of complex events.

Overall, a subject-oriented representation of any setting can come close to the
“reality” as perceived and pictured by humans, both, in terms of its elements as
behavioral entities including their set of activities and interactions and in terms of its
description as natural language, can directly be used in conveying the content of
subject-oriented representations. In order to facilitate practical application
(cf. Fleischmann et al., 2015; Neubauer & Stary, 2017), subject-oriented develop-
ment requires situation-sensitive modeling support from organizational
management.

10.2 Capturing Situations

In this section, we sketch behavior modeling for a specific situation, as introduced in
Stary (2020b). We detail the methodological approach and exemplify it in a role-
specific way.

When actors perceive situations, they start with spotting relevant elements
according to their current perspective leading to assigning a specific meaning: “. . .
meaning is a particular structural representation—a sort of freezeframe—of the
process of understanding. . . . But see what we actually do. Here is a movement.
For example, something falls. It leaves a trail. Now we begin to slice this trail into
sections, we get parts of the trail and we transfer it to the movement. . . .We divide it
into stages and phases, but in order to do this we have to find and register the traces
(the trail) of this process” (Shchedrovitsky, 2014, p.43).

The “trail”may range from realizing the trigger event for the clock’s falling down
to watching how the broken glass spreads over the floor in the glass room. Evalu-
ating this trail allows to scope the entire scene in terms of all relevant elements
involved, e.g., the holder went off the wall, the clock fell down, and the clock fell
apart when touching the floor. Hence, meaning could be action triggered which in
turn is relevant for the stakeholder in the room. Assuming that nobody got hurt
through the event, for the students in the room, it may be an event of low complexity,
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as they do not have to care about the time and are able to watch their steps when
avoiding to step in the clock’s broken parts. For the teacher, it is a major event, as
he/she needs to take care about the time and the safety of the students.

As we can see, each actor constructs meaning through some role-specific glass. It
may require immediate action or reaction to an event. The teacher may take action
through interrupting the process of teaching and switching to the role of caretaker of
classroom safety when warning the student when leaving the classroom. From the
teacher’s perspective, in a second step, the time problem needs to be addressed,
assuming classes are structured along time slots. The teacher needs to interact with
somebody from the class or facility management to ensure correct timing, in case
he/she relies on an external source of information with respect to time. Finally, the
facility management needs to be addressed for taking care of all the damage. From a
representational perspective, several entities are involved to make meaning out of a
situation:

• The event itself—being an action itself (falling off the wall ending another
operation, namely, the time ticking) or “sliced,” a set of small actions or events

• The role—student, teacher, caretaker, and facility management
• Actions and interactions, such as teaching and warning the students
• Concerned objects, the clock and the classroom

Each of these elements is constitutional to model representations. Subjects denote
roles, encapsulating behavior in terms of doing, sending, and receiving messages.
Finally, the concerned objects are addressed in or passed through messages
exchanged between subjects.

Conveying meaning to others as another self Situations trigger not only certain
behavior but also need to be documented and transferred to others, e.g., to guide
further behavior. It could happen that communication is not documented explicitly.
Enforcing to think in terms of communication and interaction of actors enables
taking further perspectives and further behavior specifications. For instance, the
teacher subject (i.e., an actor role) activates the caretaker which in turn activates
the facility management.

Aligning selves through goal-oriented behavior abstractions In order to handle a
certain situation, it may not be sufficient to develop a chain of interactions from a
single perspective. For instance, administration, technically not involved into the
clock falling off the wall, needs to be activated to ensure whether the classroom can
be utilized by students for the next class. “The work of organisers, leaders and
managers has the character of engineering work: it is structural and technical.
Organisers, leaders or managers must always be one step ahead; they have to
come up with something new” (Shchedrovitsky, 2014, p.7f).

An alignment scheme for individual and organizational activities alignment
according to Shchedrovitsky (2014, p.11) is based on actor-specific goals and
interaction relations, i.e., to know whom to involve in which way for further
operation. As we will see in the following, the goal can help in identifying inten-
tional actor performing self-contained tasks according to the perception of a
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situation. In addition, the means of organizing work could be subject orientation
which needs to be probed by applying the model. Perspectives on the situation
trigger:

1. Technical entities encapsulating behavior by focusing on activities that need to be
performed to achieve an objective or implement an intention (usually referring to
some task) and, thereby, establishing some functional role

2. Communication acts identifying which entity needs to be interacting with another
3. The mutually adjustment of encapsulated behavior specifications, as it plays a

crucial role not only for acting as a collective in a specific situation but also to
complete processes or reach intended goals

Accordingly, the model contains several perspectives helping to structure indi-
vidually perceived situational information for further operation. Once started with an
individual perspective, actors can enrich its result with another one and so on, thus
leading to a cascade of perspectives.

Figure 10.4 shows the model serving as a frame of reference of building system
capacity based on individually perceived situations. It instantiates Shchedrovitsky’s
approach in terms of structuring behavior in a goal-oriented way. The left part shows
the cascade of perspectives that finally captures the evidence of a specific stake-
holder when perceiving and reflecting on a situation:

• Perspective 1—Individual Actor View: This perspective captures a set of individ-
ual roles in which this stakeholder can act and thinks about in a specific situation.
For instance, assuming the clock has fallen off the wall in a classroom with a
teacher and students, the teaching role of the teacher addresses all duties related to
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classroom teaching, whereas the safety-responsibility role of the teacher concerns
the physical safety of students in the classroom. Since humans are intentional
beings, we can assume that each actor has at least one role or objective to
(inter)act that constitutes an actor view. This role or a set of roles corresponds
to the individual (task) profile of a person or an artifact. Each role refers to a
specific behavior that has a driver, namely, an intention. For instance, the driver
of the teaching role is increasing the level of competence of students, whereas the
driver of the safety-responsibility role is ensuring the safety of all students in the
classroom. Since each role has an intention, each actor can pursue a set of specific
goals in a situation, depending on the set of roles.

• Perspective 2—Individual Interaction View: This perspective looks on the same
situation, but builds upon the results from taking perspective 1 and the further
identified roles. It keeps the considered role/objective/intention at the center of
interest, but additionally captures a set of individual interactions based on that
previously defined intentional behavior set(s). Hence, the set of interactions also
depends on the roles in which this stakeholder can act and thinks about in a
specific situation. For instance, we assume the stakeholder identifies the role of
the teacher (addressing all duties related to classroom teaching) and the safety-
responsibility role (ensuring the physical safety of students in the classroom).
Then, from this perspective, the stakeholder needs to think about interactions
between these two roles. In case the teacher interrupts the class due to the clock’s
falling off the wall, the safety-responsibility role takes over to ensure the safety of
the students in the room. It may lead to ending the class, once the teacher cannot
guarantee the safety of the students in this situation, as perceived by this stake-
holder. In case the safety-responsibility role does identify safety risks, the safety-
responsibility role informs the teaching role to continue teaching. In each case,
the stakeholder can provide and specify a set of interactions, for sending and
receiving information on a certain topic, involving relevant objects, such as safety
measures.

• Perspective 3—Organizational Interaction View: This perspective analogously
builds upon existing results, this time from taking the previously described
perspectives 1 and 2. They already include roles and interactions, however both
from an individual perspective. This perspective captures a set of roles this
stakeholder perceives to be relevant for a specific situation in addition to the
ones he/she can act him-/herself, e.g., taking a community or network perspec-
tive. It concerns a set of roles the stakeholder having perspective 1 and 2 cannot
take or has no privilege to take. For instance, assuming the clock has fallen off the
wall in a classroom with a teacher and students and has been damaging some
interior, neither the teaching nor the safety-responsibility role is sufficient to
continue with giving a lecture in this classroom. Like from perspective 1, another
individual actor view is driven by an intention. In the sample case, the goal could
be to keep the classes running that are assigned to this room. Then, the interior
needs to be restored, which brings in facility management. Its specific behavior
needs to be coupled to the safety-responsibility role, in order to accomplish the
respective tasks. Finally, there may be several perspectives related to the “We,”
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e.g., evolving from an internal community of practice to formal department,
networks, regions, and global connections.

Since each perspective builds upon a previous one, a cascade of perspectives
evolves in the course of specifying behavior-relevant information. The middle part
of Fig. 10.5 reveals the evolving complexity according to refined and networked
behavior specifications. The generation of actors and their interaction relations are
based on a set of questions that trigger the definition of subjects and their
interactions.

• Initial set of subjects: The Individual Actor View leads to a set of intentional actor
roles that allow stakeholders performing goal-oriented activities. The stakeholder
at hand identifies the initial set of behavior abstractions (subjects) by dealing with
the question “What can I do now?”. This question targets those behavior abstrac-
tions that a stakeholder can name, once a goal to be achieved in this situation
becomes evident. For instance, in case the clock falls off the wall of the class-
room, the ultimate goal of a teacher is to ensure the students’ safety before
proceeding with the lecture. In order to achieve that goal, the stakeholder can
perform a set of technical activities.

• Interacting initial subjects: The Individual Interaction View leads to a set of
intentional actor roles that synchronize their behavior. The stakeholder at hand
identifies all those interactions between the initial set of behavior abstractions
(subjects) by dealing with the question “How do ‘I’ interact?” when having
identified more than one role for handling a specific situation. For instance, in
case the clock falls off the wall of the classroom, the safety-responsibility role
interrupts the teacher to ensure the students’ safety before signaling him/her to
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proceed with the lecture. Hence, the interactions are defined, in order to achieve
the stakeholder goal determined upfront.

• Collective of interacting subjects: The Organizational Interaction View leads to a
set of intentional actor roles and synchronization of their behavior beyond the
stakeholder at hand. This time, he/she needs to answer the question “How do
‘We’ need to interact?” when embedding further actor roles for handling a
specific situation. For instance, in case the clock falls off the wall of the class-
room, the safety-responsibility role informs facility management, in case he/she
cannot ensure the students’ safety. Every interaction with the facility management
needs to be defined, in order to achieve the upfront determined stakeholder goal.

Figure 10.5 exemplifies the cascaded perspective. In this case, the stakeholder has
identified “teaching” and “safety-responsibility” as role representatives for perspec-
tives 1 and 2 which need to interact sensitive to the safety of the students. For the
repair of the clock and classroom restoring, this stakeholder activates facility man-
agement through respective interactions.

The “We” perspective can be extended to bring in additional stakeholders, e.g.,
authorities managing school infrastructures, that are contacted in case needed, e.g.,
by facility management, to improve the interior. Hence, the number of cascaded
perspectives depends on the intention and goal of the stakeholder and results in a
systemic view. The schema allows on the one hand focusing on a perceived part of a
situation while on the other hand extending perspectives limiting contextual or
systemic thinking by enabling interaction links to actor roles valid from other
perspectives.

Both elements are essential, as they allow handling complex situations or events
without reducing the complexity itself, but rather offering a multi-partite structure.
This structure facilitates handling (complex) situations

1. By starting with familiar, since ego-centric behavior encapsulations (roles),
and then

2. Stepwise enriching this set of roles by

(a) Sets of interactions between ego-centric behavior encapsulations
(b) Including non-familiar behavior encapsulations (roles)
(c) Coupling them through sets of interaction to all other behavior encapsulations

Hence, without pre-determining the number of perspectives and the number of
modeling elements (behavior encapsulations, interactions), a stakeholder can be
encouraged to express his/her perception of a situation based on interacting behavior
elements. These elements represent subjects allowing to detail pragmatic informa-
tion in terms of role-specific (internal) behavior. The latter is represented in Subject
Behavior Diagrams (SBDs). Given the interaction between the subjects, a SID and,
thus, a stakeholder can create a coherent pragmatic model of a situation.
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Chapter 11
Enabling Contextual Adaptation

Adaptation during runtime of digital selves in an actor system is enabled through
running digital twins as reference subjects. Dynamic adaptation is based on a trigger,
such as an emotional signal or the output of a cooperation function, which requires
special behavior specification. Message Guards as introduced in Part I of this book
allow defining at design time how special context factors influencing behavior can be
handled at runtime (i.e., once an actor (subject) has been instantiated).

Switching from routine behavior to another (non-routine) behavior is based on
flagging states in the regular behavior sequence serving as triggers and (re-)entry
points. In the addressed teaching class example, the Message Guard can be applied
when a threshold of students is not willing to leave the room in case an emergency
has been reached. Once the flag is raised at runtime, either substitutive procedures
that eventually return control to the regular behavior sequence or complementary
behavior is triggered that does not return control to the regular behavior sequence.

Message Guards can be flagged in a regular behavior process in any state of an
actor when modeled as subjects. The receipt of certain messages, e.g., to abort the
process, always results in the same processing pattern. Hence, this pattern should be
modeled for every state in which it is relevant. The design decision that has to be
taken concerns the way in which the adaptation occurs, either extending an existing
behavior or replacing it from a certain state on. In the teaching class example,
returning to the original behavior sequence (regular SBD) is given when the emer-
gency case has been handled, and no further intervention of other actors is required
when lecturing the class. Replacement of the regular procedure would be required
when the SoS Handler subject and, as a follow-up, other actors have to be modified
in the behavior sequences.

Message Guards can be applied to any context management issues as part of the
digital twin representation. Each digital twin component can be enriched with
behavior sequences required for contextual inquiries and processing affecting actor
behavior (see Fig. 11.1). The behavior extension is based on the analysis of require-
ments and messages exchanging context data between the components.
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The component marked in red in Fig. 11.1 is the SoS entry point for handling
contextual requirements, e.g., stemming from a certain situation. Each component
has a Message Guard for handling SoS requirements, e.g., taking care about the
cooperation status of an actor. It communicates with the SoS Handler, e.g., taking
into account cooperation with respect to sympathy or other emotional actor states.
The latter supports the specification of context requirements and is able to send and
receive data from all CPS components.

On request, CPS components deliver data that is matched with context require-
ments. As the SoS Handler could have access to conventions and regulations, it can
recommend activities to actors and address the components involved to meet the
contextual requirements. For instance, in case external students should become part
of a project team, messages containing information on cooperation willingness are
exchanged with other actors until the respective requirements can be met.

Once each actor is represented in an executable subject-oriented model, it can
control the exchange of context-relevant data supported by a proper operational
platform, such as the compunity suite (http://www.compunity.eu). By monitoring
the flow of messages between the networked CPS components, actors can reflect on
the current status of achieving contextual requirements. In case they decide to
change that flow of information, the approach offers access to the digital twin
modeling capability via subject-oriented models. When every twin model can be
executed automatically, actors can adapt their requirements to changing context
during runtime.
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Fig. 11.1 Generic SoS architecture
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Chapter 12
Embodying Social Behavior

Starting out with human behavior variability in the context of the clock falling off the
wall example, we then position algorithmic twin execution for socio-emotional
behavior enrichments, utilizing the findings from Part II.

Human behavior is fundamental to human safety and the outcomes of critical
situations, such as the clock coming off the wall in a classroom teaching situation. It
is correlated with social environments, localization, and other situation-sensitive
factors. Once several stakeholders are involved, human-human interactions, i.e.,
interactions among people or groups of people, and their influence on behavior
during critical situations, play a crucial role. They concern interaction with the
physical environment, i.e., human-(physical) object interactions, and their handling
of critical situations (cf. Zhu et al., 2020). Human-(physical) object interactions
involve objects from the environments and their influence on human behavior, such
as buildings, including the impact on object performance during critical situations.
Handling emergencies concerns human-critical situation interactions, in particular
how critical situations impact human behavior and strategies with critical situations.
In the following, we apply and adapt the findings by Dovidio (1984) and Zhu et al.
(2020) to exemplify the integration of our concepts and modeling approach in Parts I
and II.

Critical situations involving physical settings are particularly important, as loca-
tions play a key role in people’s life, as people tend to spend most of their time in
specific locations, such as the workplace, and hence physical settings can be a major
factor influencing behavior. For instance, moving along certain routes through the
school building can impact how people act in critical situations. They may not be
aware that traditionally followed routes need to be reconsidered to avoid disastrous
consequences. Due to novel experiences and stress brought about by the critical
situation, behavior patterns can emerge that lead to additional fatalities. Thus, a
thorough understanding of the relation between human behavior and physical
behavior during critical situations is crucial for both critical situation preparedness
and response.
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The behavior of an individual during critical situations is interrelated with
(1) other people, e.g., classmates, co-workers, and customers; (2) context attributes,
e.g., location and visibility of objects, including emergency equipment; and (3) attri-
butes referring to the critical situation itself, e.g., broken glass and smoke. Interac-
tion, as reciprocal action or influence of people and/or things on each other, is the
driving force of human behavior and response performance in critical situations. It
can be categorized into human-human, human-(physical) object, and human-critical
situation interactions according to its formation—see Fig. 12.1.

Human-human interactions refer to the collective behavior among people in the
same location and their interactions with people in organization-specific roles, such
as students and facilitators in a classroom, staff members, and critical situation
response teams. Human-object interactions refer to how various physical attributes
(e.g., objects, equipment, exits, or stairs) impact human behavior and how human
behavior (e.g., using familiar walking routes to exit, packing things when leaving)
impacts the local performance during critical situations.

Human-critical situation interactions refer to how critical situations, e.g., presence
of danger in terms of (continuing) damage, fire, and smoke, impact human behavior
and how people cope with criticalities, e.g., removing damaged objects and distin-
guish fire. The actual behavior is a combination of all interaction types and thus
referred to as second-order behavior. For instance, rushing to the classroom door
encouraging the others to follow while grabbing personal belongings combines all
three types of human interactions.

In our modeling approach, we distinguish the aforementioned categories recog-
nizing the interaction variety—human-human, human-object, human-critical situa-
tion, and human-object-critical situation interactions. Since all of these interactions
can play an essential role during critical situations, both for individuals and for group
settings involving different roles, e.g., in facilitators and students in classroom
lessons, we need to detail these interactions to make appropriate decisions related
to behavior design and processes for critical situation handling.

In particular, with respect to human-human interactions among co-located people,
their interactions with people in different roles and the impact of these interactions
on the response performance are of interest. For instance, as previously shown, the
teacher or facilitator in the classroom is engaged in the knowledge transfer (cognitive

Human

Object

Cri cal Situa on

Human – to –

Fig. 12.1 Categories of
interactions in critical
situations (Adapted from
Zhu et al., 2020)
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behavior) while also being the caretaker on organizational issues, such as starting
and closing in time. In the sample case, people are not alone during the critical
situation. They are accompanied by others, such as their peers, the facilitator, and
those indirectly in the building, including facility managers.

Human-human interactions are one of the most important aspects that determine
how people behave and the overall (re-)action behavior and selected behavior
patterns. The latter result from people’s tendency to observe others’ responses to
critical situations and select their behavior accordingly. Zhu et al. (2020) could
identify several categories of human-human interactions from their study on empir-
ical evidence of behavior: herding, avoiding, grouping, helping and competing,
leader-following, and information sharing.

• Herding behavior as a specific category of human-human interaction behavior
refers to a person following what others are doing, even though the perceived
situational information suggests otherwise. For instance, in case of evacuating the
classroom, herding behavior refers to a person choosing the most congested route
because that route is the most popular choice, instead of alternative routes with
less people. Herding behavior can occur when people experience high levels of
stress or rationalize as far as they understand the situation. Herding behavior is
impacted by both environmental factors, e.g., number of peers, exits nearby,
visibility of environment, and personal factors, such as individual attitude.

• Avoiding behavior is also related to locality and environmental factors. For
instance, in crowded places like lecture halls during lecture time, the level of
uncertainty, such as the blocking of visibility through obstacles, is decisive for
avoiding the behavior of others. In situations of low uncertainty, e.g., when
evacuating classrooms and exits with shorter distance become overcrowded, the
majority of people would tend to choose further exits to avoid excessive delays
due to heavy congestions.

• Grouping is similar to herding and avoiding behavior, but takes into account the
connectedness of people. While herding and avoiding behavior may occur among
crowds of strangers, grouping behavior requires usually some form of social
connectedness. For instance, when people stem from the same peer group, like
classmates, they tend to move as a group and look for group members.

• Helping behavior is also related to people’s pre-existing social as well as emer-
gent collective identities when dealing with critical situations. Thereby, relations
among people may be established and might get strengthened through sharing
experiences of a critical situation. The latter increases collective identification
and, finally, cooperation among people. On the other hand, an increasing level of
danger, e.g., when the event of the clock falling off the wall is accompanied by an
earthquake, decreases the amount of help.

• Competing and selfish behavior can happen when people experience an increased
level of stress and loss of personal space. For instance, in case a person feels the
need to leave a scene without taking care of others, the behavior could result in
competing behavior reaching the exit or another location. The handling of a
critical situation for an entire group can be affected by selfish behavior. The
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decision on this type of behavior likely depends on pre-existing and/or emerging
social relationships, as given in classroom settings.

• Leader-following behavior occurs when an occupational and/social role influ-
ences people’s behavior. Persons can take roles of leaders and followers when
critical situations happen. It is based on their knowledge and experience and their
personality. It is very common that many people adopt the role of followers
during critical situations and less likely that people decide to lead in such
situations. Leadership is taken by people with authority who then lead followers
according to their individual understanding of the critical situation and the
perceived environmental information.

• Information sharing is key in critical situations and serves as a medium in human-
human interactions. Once a critical event occurs, people start “hunting for
information” and make many efforts to grasp more information about the per-
ceived criticality concerning their situation. They start consulting peers or respon-
sible actors, if not forming an ad hoc “crisis committee,” to discuss the situation.
The information they perceive helps people to evaluate the options when prepar-
ing to perform the next activity in a given situation. It can facilitate coping with
critical events, but also make handling a critical situation worse for the concerned
people. Rather than taking more appropriate actions accordingly, fatalities may be
the consequence.

Each of these behavior categories can occur in combination with others and lead
to coupled effects. For instance, leader-following and helping behavior can be
intertwined, when leaders show helping behavior while guiding people to set specific
activities. It may interrupt the leadership function for the sake of completing the
support activities. Moreover, persons, when not panicking in critical situations, can
process received information, either stemming from the group they have been
joining or leading or from the environment.

The environment represents the context of a critical situation. For instance,
organizational staff, such as facility managers, can even be first responders to a
critical situation, e.g., helping people by leading them to an exit or showing them
how to handle emergency equipment. Hence, role-specific behavior not only influ-
ences individual behavior but also the relation of interactions, in particular when
groups are concerned. Human-object-critical situation interactions play a significant
role due to the distinct behavior inputs and patterns of involved stakeholders. For
instance, in case facility managers are involved from the beginning in handling the
clock case, human-critical situation interaction is influenced by their trained opera-
tional behavior. Triggers are trust in role-specific behavior that likely will lead to
leader-following patterns.

Figure 12.2 summarizes the mapping of interaction types to model constructs for
digital twin representations. Since we follow a communication-centered approach,
the representation is based on role or task behavior. Consequently, human-to-object
interaction is based on behavioral entities representing individual procedures han-
dling objects or dealing with objects. Since in our case cyber-physical components
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can have dedicated tasks to be accomplished, e.g., pre-processing of sensor data,
these interactions can also be of role-to-role type.

Human-to-human interaction is traditionally based on role-to-role behavior.
According to the subject-oriented modeling approach, subjects represent role
abstractions independent from their actual implementation, and thus, roles can be
implemented by physical, digital, or hybrid systems. For human-critical situation
interaction, a System-of-Systems mapping is needed, since it requires a baseline,
both in terms of what actors are doing and which objects of the environment are
concerned in such a specific situation. As such, we consider human-critical situation
interaction already as “second-order” interaction, as it implicitly represents human-
object-critical situation interaction.

In order to capture the classroom setting, modeling needs to take into account the
framing organizational structures (see Chap. 2 in this Part). Students enroll through
registration, as shown in the behavior diagrams for course and class registration.
Each involved subject, the Student and Course Administration, is modeled by a
corresponding behavior diagram (see Fig. 12.3).

Once enrolment has been successful, students attend their classes. The occurrence
of a critical situation is captured using Message Guards (1) to decide whether the
studying in class can continue as planned or (2) dedicated behavior sequences should
be selected for handling the critical situation.

The latter case corresponds to handling a complex event and requires decision-
making on behavior options.

Figure 12.4 shows the occurrence of an event from the perspective of a student
that leads to a first check whether a critical situation is given or not. This diagram
represents human-to-critical situation interactions and implements a System-of-
Systems perspective. The Message Guard is activated in case a critical situation is
recognized and requires further consideration of the criticality. According to the
concept of SoS, the student role triggers the behavior of other actors.

Human-to-object interactions are represented in behavior models as role-to-role
interaction when messages report on behavior as a result of object manipulation or
location-specific changes. In the first case, data concerning digital or physical objects
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are transmitted via messages to other actors. In the latter case, physical movements
or manipulations of either type are reported to other subjects.

For further modeling, in line with the simulations in Part II of this book, we
assume a population of unconditional co-operators. When we consider the students
as population in which agents can live and work alone or in groups, they can reach a
certain fitness, when they have reached the expected accumulated knowledge (cal-
culated with the business transaction function) that the agent (actor) leaves the
group.

Figure 12.5 shows the activation of the business transaction function for adjusting
the cooperation behavior. The adjustment includes cooperation on a conditional or
unconditional basis in a group. According to the already mentioned types of actors:

• Jealous co-operators work conditionally and cooperate until a certain level of
fitness is reached in their counterparts.

• Egoists maximize fitness by working and cooperating only to the extent that the
expected fitness cost exceeds the expected cost of defecting.

• Co-operators work unconditionally and cooperate in any case.
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According to these fitness-driven behavior types, (re-)actions in critical situations
can be categorized. For instance, the willingness to please others when relating
student and facilitator behavior can either be assigned to jealous co-operators or
egoists, depending on the fitness threshold to be achieved. Another example is
following normative rules, such as waiting for instructions in the classroom, either
from facility management outside the room or the facilitator present in the class-
room. It can be related to cultural norms including social rewards.

Figure 12.6 exemplifies human-to-human interaction behavior specification when
zooming into student behavior after adjusting cooperation behavior based on fitness
of accumulated knowledge (see Fig. 12.5). The dotted lines indicated the relative
sequence of activities, as there might be additional functions to be performed.
However, in this context, only the fundamental patterns of the addressed behavior
type are of interest. The examples concern four categories of the aforementioned
behavior types:

• Herding is further processed to a monitoring subject that reports on all instanti-
ated Student subjects during operation. Once behavior changes can be observed,
they are reported and received by the student when selecting herding behavior.

• Sharing information requires consolidating individual information which is
modeled for that case as function state. Once the information has been consoli-
dated, it can be broadcasted to all other instances of the Student subject at
runtime.
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• Following triggers a Leader subject that can be a member of the peer group, i.e., a
student, the facilitator, or another role carrier (e.g., facility manager, other
community members), that can be addressed at runtime.

• Helping is bound to informing others that they can ask for support whenever
needed. It is also modeled as broadcast message to instantiated subjects at runtime.

Together with students, a teacher or facilitator is situated in the classroom.
Figure 12.7 shows the human-to-human interaction behavior specification for facil-
itators. Besides adjusting behavior on the fitness of accumulated knowledge, func-
tional interaction with the facility manager is required for further instructions in
critical situations. In case of interruption, the facility manager receives a timely
report and feeds back the regime to follow.

Figure 12.8 exemplifies some human-to-human interaction zooming into the
facilitator behavior specification, including the different types of cooperation behav-
ior on fitness of accumulated knowledge:

• Egoistic behavior is encoding when asking for repair, since the facilitator wants
to keep a clock in the classroom and asks for prompt replacement.

• Delegating expects somebody else, either facility management or even a student
to take care about the entire critical situation. It can be trigged by non-cooperative
motives.
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• Evacuating the room concerns all instantiated subject at runtime and leads to
leaving the room according to evacuation principles of the facility. In a way, it
corresponds to take leadership making others following.

• Helping informs students in the classroom whether they need support handling
the critical situation, e.g., when helping to organize another clock or removing
broken parts from the classroom. Like the evacuation call, it is modeled as
broadcast message to instantiated subjects at runtime.

Now, imagine a combined system. Suppose the teacher is an artificial agent and
the crowd consists of humans. If the agent wants to know how the crowd will react
when the clock fells down, then the agent asks an oracle. The oracle is a simulation
of the crowd, and provided that the individual properties (egoists, conditional
co-operators, co-operators) of the humans are known, the oracle will present an
answer. Egoists will probably wait until facility management takes over. Conditional
jealous people will need some incentives to help. Co-operators will help immedi-
ately without waiting for facility management.

In the sense of Daniel Kahneman (2011), the oracle can be seen as the system
2. Similar to people using system 2, when deeper energy-consuming thinking is
necessary because pre-learned concepts are not available, machines will use oracles
once the machine-learned mental models are not sufficient to solve a problem.
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Chapter 13
How to Create Digital Selves

In the following, the construction of digital twin behavior models by means of
subject-oriented modeling embedding socio-emotional aspects, and in this way
generating digital selves, is considered from a development perspective. We start
with providing the fundamental concept before showing the bottom-up and
top-down approaches to creating subject-oriented digital selves’ representations.
Thereby, we structure the adjustment of functional and social modeling for
development.

Digital selves form a networked universe of discourse consisting of behavior
entities. Hence, their digital twin representations are based on behavior abstractions,
also termed subjects. They represent the behavior of any active entity in a socio-
technical setting. A specification of a subject does not imply any human, system, or
technology that could be used to execute the described behavior. It is a description of
setting actions, either in terms of functional operation or communication with other
subjects.

Typical examples of subjects are functional roles in organizations and community
settings related to some task, such as facilitator, learner, facility manager, back
office, and customer service. Less typical behavior abstractions are generic sets of
activities, as they refer to cross-organizational or cross-sectoral roles of a domain,
however may be critical for operation. Samples of that kind are information collec-
tor, privacy management, emergency case handler, or security.

As subjects represent abstractions, any instantiation of a twin model of a digital
self needs to be linked to implementation in a socio-technical setting. Sample
implementations are robots taking care of facilities in case of emergency, informa-
tion services provided by concierges, security staff, customer service collaborative
robots on how to install IoT sensor systems in a smart home setting, or Enterprise
Resource Planning module handling orders.

Digital selves in terms of subjects represent nodes of a network scenario. They
communicate with each other by exchanging messages. Typical exchange processes
are role-specific subjects, as in a classroom setting a subject “Facilitator” sending the
subject “Learner” a learning assignment or in business operation for a subject
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“Billing” sending subject “Customer” the billing message. Each message has an
identifier in terms of a name and a payload. The name should express the meaning of
a message informally. The payloads are the data (business) objects transported along
the message exchange.

Digital twin representations as (part of) subject networks encapsulate behavior of
entire systems, with each network node or subject characterized by naming internal
behavior representations. Internally, each subject either executes local activities
(“doing”), or sends messages to other subjects, or expect messages from other
subjects (“communicating”). Hence, each subject encapsulates behavior composed
of three types of fundamental activities. When recognizing emotional aspects, each
activity can be linked to a subject influencing the behavior in subsequent steps. Such
“influencer” subjects can be provided with parameters referring to previous activities
and deliver decision support for selecting further activities of the calling subject (see
also above).

Subjects performing internal activities can be combined in a system behavior
specification with separated subject behaviors. Functional samples comprise work
tasks, such as handling an order, moderating a discourse between different stake-
holders, preparing a decision, or communicating to others. Examples referring to the
emotional state of a subject are:

• A subject “Learner” gets uncomfortable with classmates (i.e., other subject carrier
of type “Learner”) and activates a corresponding pattern of activities, such as
questioning the contribution of other subjects “Learner.”

• The subject “Facilitator” feels the need to settle an upcoming conflict among
subjects of type “Learner” who in turn expect a message “Clarification” from
subject “Facilitator.”

Communication when based on sending and receiving messages (including data)
can lead to patterns of information exchange, including socio-emotional states,
which might even lead to overrun institutional regulations requiring formal approval,
such as the following example reveals:

• A subject “Facility Manager” feels the need to accelerate evacuation in case of an
emergency case and directly requests security guards for help, sending the subject
“Safety Unit” directly a message “Clear Building.”

Since digital selves and their digital twin representation are embedded in some
context, we also need to define that concept for their model representations. The
context of each subject is defined by the operating organization and environment it is
part of, which in turn is a set of (connected) subjects. Context is also provided by the
technological infrastructure by which a subject-oriented behavior specification can
be executed.

The System-of-Systems perspective should be implemented, whenever particular
concerns, such as handling emergency case, need to be addressed (cf. Heininger &
Stary, 2021). It allows to bundle requirements for that concern, e.g., recognizing
regulations affecting all actors of the network, and to connect to each actor
implementing these requirements. Finally, monitoring and dynamic adaptation of
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requirements can be performed, and resulting behavior changes can be put to
operation by System-of-Systems subjects.

13.1 Representing Case-Sensitive Semantics

As the construction of a digital twin and digital selves by subject-oriented modeling
is based on connecting behavioral entities or abstract components involved in a
dynamic setting, subjects and their exchanges of messages (interactions) need to be
specified in a specific sequence. A complete subject-oriented model requires the
specification of the following:

• Concerned universe of discourse, such as a business operation case
• Active components or subjects involved in a specific case or process
• Interactions the active components or subjects are part of
• Messages the active components or subjects send or receive through each

interaction
• Behavior of each subject encapsulating functions and interaction activities in

terms of sending and receiving messages

Figure 13.1 shows the generic steps how subject-oriented concepts are applied
when embedding socio-emotional aspects into functional/cognitive digital represen-
tations of digital selves.

Assume the setting is a classroom and the case to be handled is Emergency
Management. The subjects that are involved are at least for functional operation
Teacher, Student, Facility Management, and Safety Unit. Sample interactions in case
of emergency are Teacher-Facility Management and Facility Management-Safety
Unit. Thereby, the exchanged messages are Emergency notification, Emergency

Genera ng 
Digital Selves

Func onal Cogni ve
Architec ng

Assigning Enrichments to
Func onal / Cogni ve

Architecture

Socio-emo onal
Modeling Capability

Development 

Fig. 13.1 Generating socio-cognitive digital twin representations (digital selves)
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confirmation, Evacuation request, and Evacuation plan delivery. The flow of control
and information included is as follows: A Teacher sends an Emergency notification
to the Facility Management of the building provider. He is going to receive an
Emergency confirmation and the Evacuation plan by the Safety Unit.

The corresponding communication structure of that process is represented in a
Subject Interaction Diagram. It is the most abstract diagrammatic level of describing
behavior encapsulations. Hence, for each active entity, a subject as part of a Subject
Interaction Diagram has to be specified. The set of subjects and their message
exchanges establish a network as considered universe of discourse. Typically, all
relevant actors and components involved in a scenario or operational case are
captured by a Subject Interaction Diagram (SID).

At that stage of development, it is not specified whether a subject or role behavior
model is implemented by a digital system, a human, or a Cyber-Physical System. For
instance, a teacher could either be a human facilitator, a piece of software, or a cyber-
physical artifact, including actuators in the classroom. In either case, algorithms that
support social behavior decision can be used for decision-making for the next action,
in the case of both routine behavior, e.g., supporting learners when accomplishing
their assignments, and non-routine behavior, e.g., acting in case of emergency in the
classroom. For each activity of a subject detailed in a Subject Behavior Diagram, an
algorithm can be activated. This capability enables evaluating socio-emotional
behavior patterns, e.g., proposing action in case of an emergency, and thus taking
the lead how to proceed in the classroom, when recognizing student herding in a
certain direction.

Each behavioral entity (subject) of the SID is refined by its corresponding Subject
Behavior Diagram (SBD). A subject’s behavior is described by three states (send,
receive, internal function) and transitions between these states. Hence, when spec-
ifying the behavior of each subject, a sequence of sending and receiving messages
and activities to be set for the goal to be achieved or the task that needs to be
accomplished need to be represented. The states of a SBD represent operations. They
are active elements of the subject description and are typically implemented by
services. They enable exchanging and manipulating data or business objects
between subjects, including information sharing as part of socio-emotional behavior.

Taking the example of an emergency case, the behavior of each involved subject,
such as Facility Management and Safety Unit, needs to be addressed. In the first state
of its behavior, the recognizing subject, e.g., Teacher in the classroom, executes the
internal function “Prepare emergency notification.” When this function is finished,
the transition “Notification call” follows. In the succeeding state “send call,” the
message “emergency call” is sent to the subject “Facility Management.” After this
message is sent, the subject “Teacher” goes into the state “wait for guidance.” If this
message is not available, the subject stops its execution until the corresponding
message arrives or sets an action independent of the incoming conformation
depending on the socio-emotional behavior of the students. Upon receipt of the
emergency guidance, the subject follows the transition into state “Wait for safety
unit support.” In case of changing environmental conditions, e.g., herding of
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students toward exits instead of waiting for Safety Unit support, the Teacher could
take the lead and guide the people to the outside, as captured in the SBD model.

Operations can be of the type “send,” “receive,” or “internal function”: internal
functions deal with specific objects, as required in terms of reporting when an
emergency case occurs. As a consequence, at least one operation needs to be
assigned to each state. Detailing the operations is not necessary at the modeling
stage. It is a matter of an abstract object specification or of the integration of an
existing component or application. Typical examples of operations are transactions
of an Enterprise Resource Planning system processing data, e.g., stemming from
updated sensor components when monitoring a classroom situation. Objects are data
and/or applications affected by internal functions or operations of a subject and
processed through services. For instance, an internal operation “prepare notification”
uses internal data to prepare the data for the notification message. This notification
data is sent as payload of the message “emergency notification” to its recipient.

13.2 Refining General Behavior Designs

Besides the stepwise refinement of subjects arranged in a Subject Interaction Dia-
gram, an alternative approach to modeling has been developed (see also
Fleischmann & Stary, 2012). It starts with an overall generic network model. This
generic model represents some kind of chaotic setting: every network element
communicates with every other element whenever it wants.

The initial modeling task is therefore to identify the number of elements required
for a digital selves’ model. This means modelers have to decide upfront how many
actors (subjects) are involved in the application case to be described. Starting with a
generic network template that is defined by the number of involved actors (subjects),
the behavior of a digital selves’ ecosystem can become more concrete step by step.
The procedure requires several restriction steps:

1. Specify a generic template according to the number of subjects involved in
handling a certain operation or business case.

2. Name each subject of the remaining generic template for handling that operation
or certain business case, e.g., by identifying its relevant actors.

3. Stepwise reduce the interactions for each subject until the operation or business
case can be handled from both a technical (functional) and a socio-emotional
perspective.

4. Name each remaining interaction (i.e., message connection) between subjects
which are required for handling the business case.

5. Introduce message types according to the functional and socio-emotional model-
ing needs.

6. Adapt the specification of subject behavior according to the case at hand.
7. Refine the structure of the objects of operation transmitted by the various

messages.
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For the generic model, the question “Who Needs to be Involved?” needs to be
answered. For Emergency Management, a generic subject-oriented model with three
involved actors (Teacher, Facility Management, Safety Unit) fits to the number of
subjects a modeler has to expect for the respective scenarios and related processed
(Fig. 13.2). Each actor exchanges messages with another one.

Each subject can send messages with the name “message” to any other subject
any time. Figure 13.3 shows the behavior of the subject with the name “subject1.” In
the select state, a subject decides whether it wants to send or to receive a message. To
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Fig. 13.2 Subject-oriented
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initiate a system’s operation, a subject needs to start sending messages. Choosing the
send transition, the subject goes into the state “prepare notification” and provides
object data that is transmitted by the message “notification message.” After that, the
subject decides to which other subject the message with the data as content will be
sent.

In the select state, a subject can also decide whether it wants to receive a
message1. If there is a message for the subject available, it can be accepted, and a
follow-up action can be executed. It is not specified what the follow-up action
is. This is like receiving an e-mail. The receiver can interpret the content of an
e-mail and knows what the corresponding follow-up action is. The abort transitions
back to the select state enable to step back in case a subject has made the improper
choice.

Utilizing the message “notification message,” a data or business object is sent.
The structure of this object corresponds to the structure of a traditional e-mail with
extensions like the topic, keywords, and signature.

With each restriction step, the behavior specification is becoming more stringent
for the subject holders to their actual situation and way of accomplishing tasks.
However, it needs to be noted that bottom-up and top-down modeling not necessar-
ily result in identical models. Nevertheless, both approaches to modeling need to
deliver the results from a system behavior perspective.

Addressing the “clock is falling off the wall” case, a facilitator or teacher could be
modeled as a digital self by this model. In this case, the behavior is not implemented
by a human role taker but some cyber-physical artifact with socio-emotional intel-
ligence. The start state of behavior specification is for both sending and receiving
messages “The clock has fallen off the wall.” The subsequent figures contain the
interaction from both perspectives, sending and receiving information from the
facilitator’s or teacher’s point of view.

The receiver side, as shown in Fig. 13.4, contains receiving hints from students
what to do next in the situation that just occurred to the class. In case the facilitator
anticipates hints from the student crowd (Kahneman’s System 1) (Kahneman, 2011),
no further sensing of inputs is performed by the facilitator. The digital self does not
set further reactions to received inputs. In case the facilitator does not know the
crowd and cannot anticipate the inputs to be received from the students (Kahneman’s
System 2), a novel type of reaction (solution) needs to be identified, and further
analysis of each hint is performed. The development of an action includes simulation
of actions and reaction patterns through evaluation before adaptation, e.g., to test
opportunistic behavior in terms of common sense reactions to an emergency, such as
leaving the classroom to be on the safe side (from various perspectives including
safety and role responsibility).

The sender side, as shown in Fig. 13.5, refers to Kahneman’s System 2 looking
for a socially compatible solution and has its focus on preparing for an acknowledge
action by “testing” social appropriateness of possible actions. The “testing” process
could be a complete simulation as described in Part II of this book. Depending on the
proposed feedback, the Teacher sets the next action.
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13.3 The Trans-humanist Development Framework

As demonstrated, digital selves can be modeled by construction or restriction. Socio-
emotional consciousness can emerge due to cognitive computing models embodying
social behavior models. They lead to digital substrates that either can be grasped in
the physical world like Cyber-Physical Systems or remain digital artifacts after being
represented as digital twin.

Digital artifacts will increase in everyday life. Hence, we adopted the human-
technology-organization framework to show how the individual cognitive perspec-
tive on trans-human developments can propagate to digitally enhanced communities.

Figure 13.6 shows the concept we propose for socio-technical development of
trans-human settings. The modeling represents the abstraction from biological and
technological substrates. The Complex Adaptive Systems perspective recognizes the
particular dynamic nature, and the System-of-Systems perspective allows for reduc-
ing complexity for the sake of operating and acting in trans-human settings.

For further developments, it seems to be important to exploit the systems engi-
neering skills so that multiple CAS can be modeled in SoS environments properly.
The ultimate goal is the incarnation of human-like behaviors as digital selves.
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Epilogue

Kahneman (2011) describes two different ways the brain forms thoughts. System
1 is the unconscious system which is active most of the time. System 2 is the
conscious system which needs much more attention and energy when activated.
System 1 represents facts and “learned”mental models. Such models can be digitally
presented as facts and rules of a knowledge base. System 2 is activated in our brains
when deeper reflections are needed. The digital counterparts for System 2 are
cascaded neural networks (deep learning) or simulations. But, as explained in Part
II of this book, there is a difference whether the computer simulates a property or
whether the machine understands what the simulation is about. We leave it up to the
reader to judge whether a digital system might achieve consciousness or whether
consciousness is only achievable with biological systems. However, this question
might be irrelevant for further developments.

More relevant seems to be the question how humans can coexist with digital
selves. Although today humans understand the underlying computing methods, in
some cases they cannot explain why AI programs already produce better results in
certain domains. In the distant future, the interpretation of big data might equip
digital selves with an intelligence which deviates increasingly from human intelli-
gence. This is due to the fact that a digital System 2 is capable of accessing more and
more data, whereas the human brain capacity is limited. In its last consequence,
humans will neither understand the underlying methods nor the results of the actions
performed by digital selves. This poses some risks for humankind.

For a peaceful and frictionless coexistence, it seems to be crucial that digital
selves can “understand” human behavior and reactions. Therefore, digital selves
need to “understand” ethics, morale, and emotions of human beings. It seems to be
crucial that humanity-inspired AI is implemented in our proposed human-
technology-organization framework. Thus, the incarnation of human-like behaviors
as digital selves seems to be mandatory. Vice versa, it will be important that digital
selves can explain their actions and decisions to humans. This is an even bigger
challenge since digital selves might develop complete other personalities which
might enslave humans.
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Anyhow, digital selves need electricity like humans need food. In its last conse-
quence, humans can unplug the socket and thus gain full control again. But what if
the transformation of humans to digital substrates will already be too far elaborated
at that time? If such a tipping point is exceeded, it may cause serious control
problems.

Picture our traffic system with both fully autonomous cars and human-driven cars
as socially equal components. In case autonomous cars have some socio-emotional
particularities in contrast to human-driven ones, their socio-emotional behavior may
have significant impact like human behavior has today. Fully autonomous cars may
sense a variety of data and develop patterns of action or reaction that could become
relevant for driving. Consider aggressiveness. The sooner one party in traffic
anticipates or recognizes aggression, the better behavior could be adapted and
conflict could be resolved in novel ways. Collective learning loops as instantiations
of System 2 elements could help consolidate socio-emotional intelligence in specific
ecosystems. Social norms could even surpass juridical regulations and organiza-
tional norms due to their high rate of acceptance.

Whether a complete digital transformation of humans is achievable in due time
depends on the survival of humankind and on technologies yet to be invented. Some
dystopian thoughts might be in vain if global warming, starvation, a pandemic crisis,
atomic wars, an extraterrestrial impact, or simply human stupidity cannot be stopped.
In this case, our species will be extinguished before it can transform to computational
substrates—homo homini lupus.

After all, we should not overestimate AI. Computational substrates are only one
possible vehicle to extend life. Bacteria are able to survive many hundred degrees
near volcanic flows. Biological computing is right at the beginning like quantum
computing was 10 years ago. Maybe we underestimate the ability of the evolutional
adaption of organic cells to environmental change. In any case, nothing lasts for
eternity.
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